Organize Your Bench With 3D Printed Storage
Ethernet Core Modules with High-Performance Connectivity Options

- **MODS270**: 147.5 MHz processor with 512KB Flash & 8MB RAM - 47 GPIOs - 3 UARTs - I²C - SPI
- **MODS234**: 147.5 MHz processor with 2MB flash & 8MB RAM - 49 GPIOs - 3 UARTs - I²C - SPI - CAN - eTPI (for I/O handling, serial communications, motor/timing/engine control applications)
- **MODS4415**: 250 MHz processor with 32MB flash & 64MB RAM - 42 GPIOs - 8 UARTs - 5 I²C - 3 SPI - 2 CAN - SSI - 8 ADC - 2 DAC - 8 PWM - 1-Wire* interface
- **NAN054415**: 250 MHz processor with 8MB flash & 64MB RAM - 30 GPIOs - 8 UARTs - 4 I²C - 3 SPI - 2 CAN - SSI - 6 ADC - 2 DAC - 8 PWM - 1-Wire* interface

Add Ethernet connectivity to an existing product, or use it as your product’s core processor

**The goal:** Control, configure, or monitor a device using Ethernet

**The method:** Create and deploy applications from your Mac or Windows PC. Get hands-on familiarity with the NetBurner platform by studying, building, and modifying source code examples.

**The result:** Access device from the Internet or a local area network (LAN)

The **NetBurner Ethernet Core Module** is a device containing everything needed for design engineers to add network control and to monitor a company’s communications assets. For a very low price point, this module solves the problem of network-enabling devices with 10/100 Ethernet, including those requiring digital, analog and serial control.

- MODS270-100IR...$69 (qty. 100)
- MODS234-100IR...$99 (qty. 100)
- MODS4415-100IR...$89 (qty. 100)
- NAN054415-200IR...$69 (qty. 100)
- NNDK-MODS270LC-KIT............$99
- NNDK-MODS234LC-KIT............$249
- NNDK-MODS4415LC-KIT............$129
- NNDK-NAN054415-KIT............$99

**NetBurner Development Kits** are available to customize any aspect of operation including web pages, data filtering, or custom network applications. The kits include all the hardware and software you need to build your embedded application.

**For additional information please visit**

---

**Information and Sales** | sales@netburner.com
Web | www.netburner.com
Telephone | 1-800-695-6828

NetBurner Networking in One Day!
Build a robot rover in one evening

Then take it out for a test ride while the sun sets. See it zip around, equipped with a sense of sight, sound, smell, speed, heat or cold; or thunder detection, speech recognition... whatever you imagine, there’s probably a sensor or transceiver click™ board that can do it (there’s more than a 100 available). Just plug one in to add a function. Zero hardware setup. And you choose the MCU for the driver’s seat. Introducing the Buggy – a dream car for makers and hackers.
24 Build Your Own Arduino Barograph
Feeling pressure? Then, you need a barograph to measure it!
■ By Mark McGuire

28 Build the Super KISS Timer
Ever built a project that needed an accurate timer to switch something on or off at regular intervals? See if this simple one fits the bill.
■ By Frank Muratore

32 Build the Annoy-O-Matic
You’ll always be ready for April Fool’s Day with this easy circuit that will help bring practical jokes to a whole new level.
■ By Bob Diaz

38 Beyond the Arduino — Part 2
Last month, we established a hardware platform to work on. This time, we’ll dive right into working in a new environment.
■ By Andrew Retallack

48 Add a Real Time Clock to Your PIC Projects
RTCs have all kinds of neat uses in microcontroller projects. Get introduced to this wonderful world of timekeeping with the popular and inexpensive TinyRTC.
■ By Thomas Henry

52 Driving LEDs with a Microcontroller
Typically, one of the first experiments people do when working with microcontrollers is to blink an LED. However, the thrill of this wears out pretty quickly, so let’s see what else can be done.
■ By Craig A. Lindley

58 The Design Cycle
Advanced Techniques for Design Engineers
The RN4020 PICtail Plus BLE. Bluetooth 4.0 is becoming the de facto standard when it comes to embedded device monitoring and control from iPhones and Android devices. Microchip’s BLE radio module is called the RN4020. Unlike many of the other BLE offerings, the RN4020 Bluetooth Low Energy radio module comes backed with a full load of example code and hardware development tools. This month, we’ll get started on the BLE path with Microchip’s RN4020 PICtail, a terminal emulator, and a laptop.

67 Practical 3D Printing
Real World Uses for the Electronics Experimenter
3D Custom Storage Boxes. Get your electronics über organized with specially designed storage drawers.

70 Near Space
Approaching the Final Frontier
CubeSats — Part 3: Attitude and Velocity.
Learn about some “toys” that help CubeSats control their own attitude and velocity.
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Put your project in motion!

3–12V Planetary Gearmotor
- 4mm O-shaft
- Dual Ball Bearings
- Full Metal Gears
- 3PPR Magnetic Encoder
- 11 different speeds
- 6-pin JST connector

NEW
3–12V Planetary Gearmotor with Encoder! $49.99

12V Linear Actuators

12V Heavy Duty Linear Actuator
- offered in 6 stroke lengths: 2"–12"
- aluminum stroke rod & outer tube
- metal drive gears
- choose from 25, 115 or 180 lb thrust!

$29.99

12V Super Duty Linear Actuator
- offered in 6 stroke lengths: 4"–24"
- stainless steel rod & outer tube
- precision ball screw drive

$599.99

Motor Mounts

NOMAD Off-Road Chassis

Motor mount #555976 is used in conjunction with our 313 RPM Heavy Duty Planetary Gearmotors on the NOMAD 4WD chassis.

Motor Controllers

Digital Manual Speed Controller
- $79.99
- 2x 5A

RoboClaw Motor Controllers
- $249.95
- 2x 30A

$299.98
- 2x 15A

www.SERVOCITY.com

Great educational discounts available. Apply today!

Fun contests with awesome prizes – like $1,000 worth of parts!
Amateur Radio – Not Just for the Nostalgic

When I received my new catalog from MFJ Enterprises, I couldn’t help but feel a twinge of nostalgia. Scanning through the pages of the latest ham gear revealed very little has changed since my youth. Sure, some of the instruments sport LCD displays instead of analog meters or LED displays, but from a gross technological perspective, the catalog could have been from the ’70s. There was the usual mix of antennas, antenna rotors, linear amplifiers, antenna tuners, watt meters, microphones, and even a handful of iambic keyers for CW operation using Morse Code.

It’s no secret that amateur radio has been in decline for a while, hastened by the popularity of the Internet. It used to be an accomplishment to chat with someone in Africa or Japan. Plus, slow-scan TV was good for perhaps a frame every couple seconds. Today, all that’s required for worldwide video and audio communications is a cell phone — not a room packed with powerful gear. I can remember calibrating my wall clock and oscillator circuits with signals from WWV at 5.0 MHz and 10.0 MHz. Today, of course, clocks with built-in receivers update the displayed time automatically.

In short, most electronics enthusiasts don’t consider amateur radio at the cusp of innovation in technology. And, perhaps it isn’t. However, if you’re really serious about learning and experiencing electronics, you owe it to yourself to check out what amateur radio has to offer. I still use the diagnostic techniques I learned building and troubleshooting communications gear today — on both digital and analog circuits.

I still remember my first moonbounce communications using a microwave transceiver and an antenna array that automatically tracked the moon. Of course, it took months to prepare for what was about a minute of communications time. There was learning about high gain antenna arrays, and then using coat hangers and aluminum tubing to construct an array. There was working with waveguide and heliax, and figuring out the trajectory of the moon on a particular night. Plus, there were a couple dozen other problems that had to be solved. As a result, I learned a lot with each project. At least for me, it isn’t about the final conversation, it’s the process of building a system with specific capabilities and then operating it to the best of my ability.

You won’t find that sort of challenge or excitement working on a bench with, say, a microcontroller and a few LEDs. It’s one thing to build a power supply to use one day on your projects, and another to build one specifically to power a transceiver that has to stand up to the rigors of emergency use. Amateur radio has a long history of public service. I spent many hurricane seasons in Louisiana providing communications for hundreds of families in temporary shelters. That’s when knowing how to set up an antenna with duct tape and coat hangers paid off — not only for me, but for everyone in the shelters.

In future issues of Nuts & Volts, we’re going to feature articles targeting the amateur radio community. If you’re new to amateur radio, I invite you to at least skim the articles. I think you’ll like what you find. If you happen to be a seasoned ham, then please consider contributing an article for your fellow Nuts & Volts readers.
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Feedback Motion Control

The Old Way
1) Build robot
2) Guess PID coefficients
3) Test
3a) Express disappointment
3b) Search Internet, modify PID values
3c) Read book, modify PID coefficients again
3d) Decide performance is good enough
3e) Realize it isn’t
3f) See if anyone just sold a giant servo
3g) Express disappointment
3h) Re-guess PID coefficients
3i) Switch processor
3j) Dust off old Differential Equations book
3k) Remember why the book was so dusty
3l) Calculate new, wildly different PID coefficients
3m) Invent new, wildly different swear words
3n) Research fuzzy logic
3o) Now it is certainly not working. In uncertain ways
3p) Pull hair
3q) Switch controller
3r) Regress PID coefficients
3s) Switch programming language
3t) Start a new project that doesn’t need feedback control
3u) Say parts is here, feel guilty. Go back to old project
3v) Start testing every possible combination of PID coefficients
3w) Argue over things to eat, sleep, deep-dyed eggs
3x) Wait, it’s working!
3y) Decide not to do anymore projects that require control systems
3z) Wonder why someone doesn’t just make a thing that tunes itself

The Kangaroo x2 Way
1) Build robot
2) Press Autotune
3) Get a snack

Kangaroo x2 adds self-tuning feedback to SyRen and Sabertooth motor drivers.

$24.99

www.dimensionengineering.com/kangaroo
Im-PART-ing Knowledge

I was wondering where J.W. Koebel gets his replacement parts from for his radio repairs.

Lee Gernes

I generally use Mouser.com for my parts since they have a huge selection and really granular search options. It’s not always the friendliest site for a hobbyist to order from, though.

NTE PartsDirect (www.ntepartsdirect.com) has a good selection as well, and their passive components like capacitors and such are marked by common voltages. Plus, it’s pretty easy to navigate.

There are a few other smaller suppliers catering to the hobbyist radio repair market. Just Radios (www.justradios.com) or Sal’s Antique Radios (www.tuberadios.com) carry commonly needed sizes for vintage radio repair. Since they’re very focused, you don’t have to wade through a ton of options to find what you’re looking for.

I generally purchase tubes from Antique Electronics Supply (www.tubesandmore.com) as they have new and good used tubes at pretty reasonable prices for most types.

If I need controls or switches rebuilt, I generally use Antique Audio/Mark Oppat’s Old Radio Parts (www.oldradioparts.net). He’s an expert in controls who can rebuild or custom build nearly any value of control.

Continued on page 80

Make up to $100 an Hour or More!

Be an FCC LICENSED ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN!

Get your “FCC Commercial License” with our proven Home-Study Course!

• No costly school. No classes to attend.
• Learn at home. Low cost!
• No previous experience needed!
• GUARANTEED PASS! You get your FCC License or money refunded!

Move to the front of the employment line in Radio-TV, Communications, Avionics, Radar, Maritime and more.

Call for FREE info kit: 800-877-8433 ext. 109

or, visit: www.LicenseTraining.com
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World's Largest Digital Camera Funded

If you are in the market for a great pro-level digital camera, you might take a look at the Nikon D4: a 16.2 MP unit that lists for $5,999.99 (plus lenses). It’s pretty impressive, but how about a 3,200 MP camera — the final cost of which has been estimated at about $167 million? We’re talking about the centerpiece of the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) which recently received key "Critical Decision 2" approval from the US Department of Energy. The camera — scheduled to be in operation atop a mountain in Cerro Pachón, Chile, by 2022 — will be the size of a small car and weigh more than three tons.

Operated by the DOE’s Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) and National Accelerator Laboratory (www6.slac.stanford.edu), it is designed to help researchers study galaxy formation, track hazardous asteroids, grab a look at exploding stars, and gain a better understanding of enigmatic dark matter and dark energy which together make up 95 percent of the universe. According to SLAC, it will produce the widest, deepest, and fastest views of the night sky ever observed. Over a ten year period, the observatory will detect tens of billions of objects and create movies of the sky with unprecedented details.

"The telescope is a key part of the long-term strategy to study dark energy and other scientific topics in the United States and elsewhere," said David MacFarlane, SLAC’s director of particle physics and astrophysics. "SLAC places high priority on the successful development and construction of the LSST camera and is very pleased that the project has achieved this major approval milestone."

Components of the camera will be built by an international collaboration of labs and universities, including DOE’s Brookhaven National Lab, Lawrence Livermore National Lab, and SLAC itself, where the camera will be assembled and tested.

Levitation Made Simple

Levitation has long been a staple concept for folks, ranging from Hindu gurus to magicians. It is a pretty difficult thing to achieve outside the world of illusion and fakery, but there are a few real methods including magnetic and acoustic levitation — the latter of which is used for "containerless processing" of various materials. It involves suspending an object between a sound source and a reflector using the reflected acoustic waves.

Until recently, this has required a very precise setup in which the source and reflector had to be located at fixed resonant distances, which makes it difficult to control the levitated objects. However, researchers with the University of São Paulo (www5.usp.br) have devised an instrument that can make a small object hover while exercising much greater control over it.

The instrument demonstrates that it is possible to build a practical nonresonant device, i.e., one that does not require a fixed separation between the two main components. Moreover, it shows that levitation can do more than just trap objects in a fixed position; it can also transport them through short distances in space. According to Marco Aurélio Brizzotti Andrade, who led the research, "Modern factories have hundreds of robots to move parts from one place to another. Why not try to do the same without touching the parts to be transported?"

Unfortunately, his levitator can lift only very light objects at this point; it was tested with 3 mm blobs of polystyrene. "The next step is to improve the device to levitate heavier materials," Andrade noted.
**Intel Gets Sticky**

It may look like an Amazon Fire TV Stick or a similar streaming device, but the Compute Stick from Intel ([www.intel.com](http://www.intel.com)) is actually a real live computer that comes with your choice of Windows 8.1 or Linux preinstalled. Powered by a quad-core Atom Z3735F processor, the Windows version also features built-in 802.11bgn Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 4.0, 2 GB of RAM, 32 GB of storage, a microSD slot, and a USB 2.0 port — all for $149.

If even that doesn’t fit your budget, you can opt for the Ubuntu Linux version which goes for $89, but you only get 1 GB of RAM and 8 GB of storage.

Either way, just connect it to the HDMI and USB (for power) ports of your TV set, hook up a USB or Bluetooth keyboard, and you’re ready to run your favorite applications. And, of course, you can also stream Netflix, Hulu, or games. ▲

![Intel's Compute Stick, the world's smallest Windows computer.](image1)

---

**3D Printer with Autodesk Models**

If you’ve been thinking about getting a 3D printer but have been reluctant to buy one from a company that operates out of a garage in Podunk, maybe the name Dremel ([www.dremel.com](http://www.dremel.com)) will instill some confidence. Billed as the most user-friendly unit on the market, the 3D Idea Builder is designed to inspire and empower the end-user to build on their own ideas with the support and mentorship of the Dremel experts. The company, in partnership with Autodesk, provides free print-ready models and design tools with the unit, and offers a flow of new design tools on [dremel3d.com](http://dremel3d.com).

The machine features a color touch screen and onboard print software, plus, the work area (9 x 5.9 x 5.5 in) is fully enclosed to reduce noise. A cooling fan prevents warping of the workpiece, and the print head provides 100 micron resolution and a choice of 10 colors of PLA filament. You can pick one up at Home Depot or order one online, but it will set you back a fairly substantial $999. ▲

![Dremel's 3D Idea Builder printer.](image2)
CIRCUITS and DEVICES

USB 3.1 Type C Arrives

In case you haven't heard, USB connectors have been majorly redesigned. The new Type C connector showed up at the International Consumer Electronics Show back in January with pretty much universal acclaim. For one thing, both ends can be identical — unlike a micro USB — so you can plug either end into a compliant camera, computer, or whatever. Another nice feature is that it is reversible, so you won't end up trying to plug it in upside-down on the first attempt.

In addition, it is compatible with USB 3.1, which operates at up to 10 Gbps and can deliver up to 100W of power. The only problem, of course, is that you probably don’t have anything that can use it yet. For details, visit www.usb.org.

Skin Care via Your iPhone

Is your skin itchy, broken out, or infested with a rash that won’t go away? Do you have painful boils or pustules that cause other people to make retching sounds? Well, you’re in luck, because Oku (getoku.com) is here. Said to be based on a combination of dermoscopy, nanotechnology, and spectroscopy (no details are offered as of this writing), Oku is an iPhone dongle devoted specifically to examining and maintaining the wellness of human skin. All you have to do is connect it, download the app, and let it do the rest.

According to the website, "Oku sees what you can't — by literally looking under your skin. It takes a scan of your skin, analyzes it in detail, takes into account your lifestyle information, and provides you with an easy to understand value called the SkinScore. This will tell you how your skin is faring and identifies areas for improvement. It then sets a daily goal towards unlocking the youthful best of your skin. Oku gives advice on your lifestyle and diet, and will recommend the right products for your current issue, or the right routine to improve your skin wellness." The bad news is that it will run you $299 unless this gets to you before the $249.95 preorder offer runs out.

Wi-Fi Range Booster

If you're tired of losing your Wi-Fi signal every time you go out to the mailbox or down into the basement, the solution might be the new TAP-EX2 touch screen range extender (also referred to as the model AC750) from Amped Wireless (www.ampedwireless.com). Designed to work with any Wi-Fi network, it eliminates many dead spots and provides faster 802.11ac connections. Using six amplifiers and two high-gain antennas, the 800 mW unit is said to provide as much as 10,000 ft² of extended coverage. The touch screen is used to control all functions, including setup and management of guest networks, access scheduling, user access controls for Wi-Fi strength, and other parameters. Notably, the unit was chosen as a 2015 CES Innovations Design and Engineering Awards Honoree at the Las Vegas show. The EX2 was introduced at the show, but no MSRP was revealed. The previous model, however, was priced at about $120.
Outpeep the Peepers

Of course you are not involved in any illegal, immoral, or otherwise embarrassing activities that you don't want anyone to know about. Certainly not. But if you were, you might be alarmed to know that several companies manufacture optical devices that let police or other snoopy people reverse the function of door peepholes and see (and even photograph) exactly what's going on inside.

However, for every tactic, there is a counter-tactic. So, if indeed there is something fishy going on (or you're just paranoid), check out the Brinno (www.brinno.com) PHV132512 Digital PeepHole Viewer.

Not only does it prevent visitors from spying on you, it turns the peephole image into a big bright digital image on the unit's display. It also compensates for low-light conditions and eliminates fisheye distortion.

To conserve battery life, the viewer automatically shuts down after 10 seconds. It installs easily in doors from 1.375 to 2.25 inches thick, and the two AA batteries are included. It lists for $129.99, but scrounging around the Internet turned up prices as low as $89.95. A small price to pay if you and Agnes (the goat) need a little privacy.

INDUSTRY and the PROFESSION

Computer Hits Age 60

Most of us are aware of the Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer (ENIAC) which became the first electronic general-purpose computer in 1946. Fewer are familiar with the Weizmann Automatic Computer (WEIZAC) which debuted 60 years ago. Based on the Institute for Advanced Study (IAS) architecture created by John von Neumann, it was Israel's first computer and one of the world's first large-scale, stored-program machines in the world. The machine operated on 40-bit words and used punched tape for I/O (later, magnetic tape). Memory consisted of a magnetic drum that could hold 1,024 words (later expanded to 4,096).

The program to develop WEIZAC was initiated by Prof. Chaim L. Pekeris, who wanted to use it to solve Laplace's tidal equations for the Earth's oceans and other tasks, including defense-related ones. Eventually, it was also used for earthquake studies, atomic spectroscopy, numerical analysis, and so on.

Interestingly, although von Neumann supported the project, fellow Applied Mathematics Department committee member, Albert Einstein thought it was a bad idea. WEIZAC was fired up in 1955 and operated through 1963. In 2006, it was recognized by the IEEE as a milestone in electrical engineering, and the team who put it together was awarded the "WEIZAC Medal."
Making a "Smart House" Even Smarter

Q  Whenever I see a version of "smart house" advertised, I check to see if it has what I need, and it never does. I want something that will tell me when my microwave oven stops, when my dryer stops, and when my washer stops — without modifying the appliances themselves. I've made little boxes to plug microwaves and dryers into, and they let me know when these finish, but the washer eludes me.

Sometimes the motor is taking a lot of current, but then in the next second, all that's running is the timer to get to the next action. I know that a GFCI handles a lot of current while detecting a small amount of current; is there a way to change this circuit to tell me when the washer is completely finished?

— John Harris
Anaheim, CA

A  The automatic clothes washing machine was a real boon to laundry day because it did not have to be constantly attended (contrast with the wringer type machine, rub board and wash pot, or creek and rock methods). In the 1950s, my mother bought a wringer type washer and though it was fun to watch, it was a pain to use (literally at times, when she caught her hand in the wringer). Modern washing machines perform the wash cycle without human intervention and some even weigh the contents of the tub to determine how much water, detergent, bleach, etc., to use. My washer has a signal that sounds at the end of the operating cycle. Most automatic washing machines have a sequence of cycles controlled by a timer that is roughly the same as what's shown in Table 1.

As you can see from the washing machine cycles, the current to the machine varies greatly throughout the operating sequence. So, using current measurements to determine when the cycle is finished is not a viable option (microwaves and dryers only turn ON and OFF once during a standard operation). My washer has a signal which is activated by a contact on the timer, but if you do not have a signal already, your timer most likely will not have this contact. (Caution: Unplug the washer before opening the control box. This is the easiest option, so check the timer schematic to be sure).

One idea I have — if you want to use a "box" that plugs between the receptacle and washer plug — is to use a current transformer around one wire going to the machine [see "Measuring Current with Clamp-On Ammeter"/Q&A October 2014 for more info]. If the signal is too small, use a pre-amp. Use a full-wave bridge rectifier to convert the AC to DC, and a Schmitt trigger to square the waveforms. Count the number of current (or voltage) cycles with a pre-settable digital counter and turn in a 555 one-shot to activate a piezo buzzer for a short time (my washer has eight or nine operations per cycle, depending on if you select extra rinse or not) when the counter preset is reached. Be sure to isolate the digital electronics from the 110V AC power. The GCFI only detects a mismatch in current between the hot and neutral leads such as when one of the leads is grounded and the other is not. In normal operation, the GCFI does not give any indication that would be useful in your indicator [see "Testing GCFIs Properly" Q&A January 2015 for more info].

Since most dryers and microwave ovens have built-in buzzers to indicate the cycle is finished, I think you may be looking for a visual indication so you could substitute an LED (with proper current-limiting resistance) for the piezo buzzer. An illuminated LED would let a hearing impaired person know when the washer was finished if

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start</th>
<th>Timer starts moving to initiate the cycles (timer energized — very low current)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>Water solenoids open and fill tub to desired level (solenoid on — low current)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash</td>
<td>Agitator operates to slosh dirty clothes (motor on — high current)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain</td>
<td>Pump operates to remove water from tub (motor on — high current)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>Water solenoids open and fill tub to desired level (solenoid on — low current)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rinse</td>
<td>Agitator operates to slosh clothes to remove detergent (motor on — high current)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin</td>
<td>Tub spins to remove water from clothes to aid in drying (motor on — high current)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Timer stops moving (timer de-energized — no current on most machines, I would think)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.
they were in the vicinity of the machine, of course.

In my case, the washer cycles in 30 minutes versus 60 for the dryer. So, once the first load is put into the dryer, I don't need to know when the washer cycle is over (most of the time). As one of my idiosyncrasies, from the den I can tell when the washer finishes because it makes a unique "clunk" only at the end of the cycle.

Your mention of a "smart house" reminds me of the magazine articles that spend many pages touting the marvels of a smart home, such as when you can have the coffee maker prepare your morning coffee while you sleep or turn the oven on to cook a roast for dinner. However, someone has to put the roast into the oven, or put coffee and water into the coffee maker.

My philosophy is that people are getting too lazy and need some kind of daily physical activity (besides a gym visit) to keep their bodies working as they should. I remember an EE professor in the early ’70s talking about the "recent" developments in computer-aided circuit design. He said, 'This may be an example of a technology that destroys the fundamentals that created it.' Technology is great, but many things in our lives need a human touch.

Let me know how this idea works.

**Telephone Off-Hook Alarm**

Q Some of us who still have land lines for one reason or another (security system, etc.) sometimes leave a phone off-hook. How about a system to remind you that the off-hook situation exists? Since no audio is on the line (just off-hook voltage), the off-hook warning has to trigger on voltage only, no signal. A pause in conversation has to be considered, and the warning/alert needs to last until it’s shut off by the occupant. The off-hook voltage varies between different carriers; the off-hook voltage for the privately owned carrier I have is approximately 13.0 volts. AT&T is approximately 8.6 volts.

— Robert
via e-mail

A Land line telephone systems operate with an on-hook voltage of approximately 48 VDC, an off-hook voltage of 3 to 9 VDC with a current draw of 15 to 20 milliamps, and a ringing voltage of 90 VRMS AC at 20 Hz (these values vary somewhat between phone companies and distance from the central office). When the phone is off-hook and idle for a length of time determined by the phone company, the phone system will send out an obnoxious tone and a message to alert the user that they have left the phone handset off the hook, thus rendering the phone useless.

In the North American Numbering Plan, a quad-frequency tone is used consisting of frequencies 1,400 Hz, 2,060 Hz, 2,450 Hz, and 2,600 Hz, with a duty cycle of 50 percent (0.1s on, 0.1s off). If I were to design an off-hook alarm device, I would use the phone company's alarm (the hard work has already been done, so let's use their signal) and I would use a high pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 200 Hz to eliminate the ringer signal, but pass the off-hook signal from the phone company (including those that still use the old GTE 480 Hz alarm). This filter would feed either an audio amp circuit (if you want an audio alert) or a full bridge rectifier/capacitor circuit feeding an LED for a visual circuit or a PIC detector (if you are into programming).

Fortunately, this circuit has already been incorporated into commercially-available devices such as the Serene Innovation HD-60 at $100+. The HD-60 is pricy but it is ready to go out of the box, hearing impaired compatible, and approved for use with telephone systems. Most telephone providers are extremely adverse to customers installing unapproved devices on their systems without proper isolation (a.k.a., unapproved equipment). This sounds like a draconian measure, but it is designed to protect the technicians working on the line from electrocution (the power company has similar restrictions for customer devices connected to their power grid).

I found several cheaper indicators, but they all illuminate all of the time the phone is off-hook, so they do not meet your requirements to activate when the line has not been used for a period of time.

Let me know if this satisfies your needs.

**Radio Tuning**

Q I have a small transistor from which I can only receive static. I opened the radio up and noticed there are several square 'cans' that have a slotted screw on the top. Will turning one of these screws allow the radio to receive AM stations again?

— Barbara Weathers
Kissimmee, FL

A I remember my first pocket-sized transistor radio from the early ’60s. I was a teenager, and the tiny black radio only received the AM (Amplitude Modulated) band (for you youngsters, this is the band you don't use on the AM/FM radio) and had to be positioned properly to receive a signal well. This radio was great because it was portable since it was powered by a single nine volt battery (which I still call a transistor radio battery). The other radios of the day were desk or table models which plugged into the house power receptacle, so the transistor radio was a truly mobile device. I was reading everything I could about radio and television electronics at the time, so I naturally opened up the radio one day and admired all of the neat tiny electronic components.

Desktop radios were loaded with tubes/sockets, huge resistors/capacitors, and point-to-point wiring. They were...
easy to fix by replacing a tube, but not too mobile unless you had a very long extension cord. Plus, they weighed more than the latter day boom boxes. (I'm not old like it seems. I just have lots of experience.) Naturally, my attention was attracted to the square silver "cans" with the brightly colored slotted screws, but I soon learned to NEVER turn one of those screws if you ever wanted the radio to work again.

The AM radio detects radio frequency signals (RF) from 540 to 1,600 kHz by mixing this input signal from the antenna tuned circuit (sometimes one of the "cans") with a local oscillator circuit (another possibility for the cans) to produce an intermediate frequency signal (IF) at 455 kHz which was more efficient to amplify the RF signal. The other two cans were used to tune the two stages of circuits that fed the IF into the rest of the radio.

The tuning is essential to creating a narrow band filter at the correct resonant frequency which eliminates extraneous signals created by the heterodyning process or spurious RF channels. Interestingly enough, the demodulator for the AM signal could be a diode (FM demodulation is a LOT more involved). Tuned is the key word to why you NEVER touch the screws on these cans (really they are variable transformers with movable ferrite slugs). The RF and IF transformers (and sometimes the local oscillator) are used to adjust the coupling between the primary and secondary windings and thus the width of the passband (greater coupling gives wider and flatter passband; the capacitor sets the center frequency of the filter passband). So, if you ham-fistedly turn a screw, you now are operating with a non-optimum passband. You will either not hear the radio station's broadcast (this is the voice of experience) or there will be excessive noise.

To correct this problem, you need a circuit schematic (to find the correct test points), an RF/IF signal generator to input a known signal (I happen to have some '60s vintage military surplus generators), and a voltmeter, speaker, or oscilloscope to verify when the maximum output is reached from the IF and RF/LO circuits. The high end receivers have a manual that specifies the passband needed for best operation.

Most transistor radio problems are related to the transistors, diodes, resistors, capacitors, fixed inductors (coils and transformers), or the circuit board. I once fixed a squealing problem by touching each resistor with a pencil eraser until the problem stopped — revealing a cracked resistor which could not be seen with my (then) youthful naked eye. I hope this answers your question. NV
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That's not to say that HFCP is bad. It isn't — it's just not as friendly as my memory led me to believe. A friend of Lon's actually deployed HFCP but has since moved on, leaving Lon and me to sort things out. In addition to this, another project we're working on together requires configuration files on an SD card attached to the Propeller. HFCP is designed for command and control, not processing text from files. I needed a new tool.

What I created is a generic parsing engine; one that I could use on-the-fly for command and control, and one that I could pass complete strings to that might be built into a program or are read from a file (that was actually very easy). Like HFCP, everything is text based. We can use a simple terminal to communicate commands to a project, and the responses can be as verbose as we like. Again, it's plain text. For projects with an SD card attached, we can open and process text files.

Every coin has two sides, and the other side here is that the easier we want to make the interactions for humans, the more work we have to do in the code. This month's project goes through setting up a simple command language (we're going to use PBASIC-like commands) for controlling the Propeller through a serial interface.

Can We Talk? Again?

I've concluded — like many people my age — that as we grow older and wiser, we become more honest and objective with ourselves, often being forced to admit that our "babies" are not as cute and bright as we once thought. I'm not talking about our human babies, of course; my own son is a very handsome and talented young man. What I'm talking about is our software babies. A couple years ago, I created what I proudly proclaimed as the Human Friendly Control Protocol (HFCP). When my friend, Lon called to ask for some help, I hadn't used HFCP myself in a while. On review, I had one of those "What was I thinking?" moments.

Ready ... Set ... Action!

Let's jump right in, shall we? In a live application, we're going to accept a character from a serial stream and pass it to the **parser.enqueue()** method. This method will store the incoming character in a string buffer; when a line terminator (CR, LF, or 0) is detected, the string will be parsed. When this happens and tokens are available, the **parser.enqueue()** method returns **true**.

In an application, we'll usually see something like this:

```plaintext
repeat
    c := serial.rx
    if (parser.enqueue(c) == true)
        process_cmd
        parser.reset
```

As you can see, we're waiting on a character from a serial stream. When that arrives, it gets passed to the parser. When tokens are ready (result is **true**), we call **process_cmd** and then reset the parser for the next command. Mind you, the serial data can come from anywhere; our demo code will use the programming port, but it could just as easily be coming from an $8 Bluetooth device running SPP mode. I've been doing that and it's a lot of fun.

For clarity, when I use the term 'token' I am referring to a group of valid characters. Any other characters are not valid; hence, used as separators. This allows us, for example, to parse values out of a CSV (comma-delimited text) file that might use a comma and space between fields. The point is we don't have to define special separator characters; anything not valid is taken to be a field separator. This string:

```
HIGH 26<CR>
```

has two tokens: 'HIGH' and '26.' The space character is not part of the valid set, so is used as a separator.

How does the parser know what's valid and what's not? We tell it, of course, using its **parser.start()** method which looks like this when implemented:

```plaintext
parser.start(@CHAR_SET, 
            @TOKEN_LIST, 
            TOKEN_COUNT, 
            false)
```

The **parser.start()** method takes four parameters: 1) a pointer to a string that defines the valid character set for the application; 2) a pointer to a list of tokens used by the...
application; 3) the number of tokens the application can use; and 4) a true or false value that sets case sensitivity. In most applications, we will use false which causes the parser to convert everything to uppercase — this simplifies command processing.

The valid characters and token strings are defined in a DAT table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHAR_SET</th>
<th>byte content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHAR_SET</td>
<td>$%+-_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>byte</td>
<td>&quot;0123456789&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>byte</td>
<td>&quot;ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>byte</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOKEN_LIST</td>
<td>TOKEN_HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>byte</td>
<td>&quot;HIGH&quot;, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOKEN_LOW</td>
<td>byte &quot;LOW&quot;, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOKEN_ON</td>
<td>byte &quot;ON&quot;, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOKEN_OFF</td>
<td>byte &quot;OFF&quot;, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOKEN_FREQ</td>
<td>byte &quot;FREQOUT&quot;, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOKEN_BLINK</td>
<td>byte &quot;BLINK&quot;, 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The character set is a contiguous string, even if broken across multiple lines. The only place we find the 0 terminator is at the very end. The list of tokens on the other end is a set of individual strings. I add in a label called TOKEN_LIST so that I can rearrange tokens as I choose without having to update the call to the parser.start() method.

In practice, I tend to order the list by expected use; that is, tokens that are used frequently are at the top of the list. This reduces search time for popular tokens.

You may be wondering about words versus numbers. Yes, the character set we're using allows both words and numbers.

In fact, beyond numbers and letters, the only other valid characters we have in this program support Parallax-style numeric formatting. The parser will evaluate 26, $1A, and %1_1010 the same way.

We can use parser.token_is_number() to determine if a token is a number, and if it is, use parser.token_value() to convert it from text to a number. More on this later.

---

**Under the Hood**

Okay, let's have a look on the inside to see how this works. The front end of the parser is the parser.enqueue() method that accepts characters until an end-of-string character is detected.

As I want to be able to use this for live control from a terminal, it supports backspace (8) as well:

```c
pub enqueue(c)
    case c
    0, 10, 13:
        queue[qidx] := 0
        ifnot (csensitive)
            str.ucstr(queue)
        tcount := count_tokens(queue)
        if (tcount > 0)
            extract_all
            return true
        else
            reset
    8:
        if (qidx > 0)
            queue[--qidx] := 0
    other:
        queue[qidx++] := c
        if (qidx == BUF_SIZE)
            qidx -= 1
    return false
```

The parser.enqueue() method builds a string that is stored in a byte array called queue. The position index of the next available character is saved in qidx. When the new character is any of the terminators, it is changed to 0; the string is converted to uppercase if the csensitive flag is false; and the possible tokens in the string are counted. If the token count is greater than zero, they get extracted and we return true to the caller. If we had a bad string and there are no tokens, the parser resets itself and returns false.

For live control, I thought the input should be human friendly (there's that term again!) and support the backspace character so mistakes can be dealt with. If backspace (8) is entered and the buffer is holding characters (qidx is greater than zero), we back up the index and clear the last entry.

With any other character, we add it to the buffer — so long as there is space left. I've made the buffer size about twice as long as I think I need; this should prevent...
bumping into the end.

To this point, we've accepted any character into the raw string. Counting tokens requires the use of the valid character set and it's pretty easy. We're going to iterate through the buffer; when we go from an invalid (separator) character to one in the valid set, the token count is incremented:

```plaintext
c := byte[p_str++]
if (str.cinstr(p_vchars, c) < 0)
tflag := false
else
  if (tflag == false)
    tflag := true
  if (target > 0)
    --target
  else
    p_tok := token_addr(tidx)
    bytefill(p_tok, 0, TOK_SIZE)
    byte[p_tok++] := c
tlen := 1
  repeat
    c := byte[p_str++]
    if (str.cinstr(p_vchars, c) => 0)
      if (++tlen < TOK_SIZE)
        byte[p_tok++] := c
      else
        return
    else
      return
```  

Again, the process is simpler than the code looks. What we're going to do is iterate through the buffer until we locate the target token (specified in `tidx`). Once that's located, the storage space for that token (provided by `parser.token_addr()`) is cleared, and the characters in the string which make up the token are copied to the token buffer. As expected, any non-valid character ends the process.

It's logical to wonder why I didn't merge counting and parsing tokens into a single method. I may, in fact, do that later, but at the moment I want the flexibility to skip parsing tokens if the count does not match what an application is expecting (currently, parsing is automatic on detection of a string terminator).

### By Your Command

Okay, that's enough of the black box stuff. Let's put this dude to use. The demo program allows us to give a few PBASIC-like commands to the Propeller. The keywords understood by the program are:

- HIGH
- LOW
- ON
- OFF
- FREQOUT
- BLINK

This is where it gets fun: We get to decide the syntax rules for our commands. We've added ON and OFF which work the same as HIGH and LOW, and we're going to
supplement the syntax rules so that we can use them like PBASIC:

HIGH 26

Or, as "regular people" might prefer:

26 OFF

To be honest, I probably wouldn't have considered the second syntax variation, but something interesting happened while in a friend's shop a few weeks ago. He's working on a scoreboard for a baseball park and asked me about controls. During our conversation he very casually stated, "I'd love to tell it something like, '3 balls' and have the scoreboard update." This was a great piece of information from a possible user.

I stated earlier that the easier we make things on the outside (the human interface), the more work we have to do on the inside. Believe me, it's worth the effort.

In the parser demo, a method called process_cmd is called when parser.enqueue() or parser.enqueue_str() return true:

```plaintext
pub process_cmd | tidx

if (parser.token_is_number(0))
    process_pin
    return

    tidx := parser.get_token_id(parser.token_addr(0))

case tidx
    T_HIGH, T_ON : set_pin(true)
    T_LOW, T_OFF : set_pin(false)
    T_FREQ    : pin_freq
    T_BLINK    : blink_pin
```

As you can see, there's not very much to it; this method is taking the first token and directing us to the appropriate handler for it. At the very top, we check to see if the first token is a [pin] number; if that's the case, we call the process_pin() method and then return to the main loop.

If the first token is a word, we use the parser.get_token_id() method to convert the token string into a numeric index that can be used in a case statement. To simplify the case structure, I create an enumerated constants list like this:

```plaintext
con
    #0, T_HIGH, T_LOW, T_ON, T_OFF, T_FREQ, T_BLINK
```

For the moment, let's start with processing a very simple command like HIGH 26 which will turn on the LED on P26 of the Propeller Activity board. The index value to the "HIGH" token is 0; hence, the case statement will call a handler method called set_pin():

```plaintext
pub set_pin(state) | pin

if (parser.token_count <> 2)
    return

if (parser.token_is_number(1))
    pin := parser.token_value(1)
    ifnot ((pin => 0) and (pin =< 27))
        return
    else
        return

outa[pin] := state
dira[pin] := 1
```

In all of my handlers, the first thing I do is verify that the token count for the command is correct. For HIGH, LOW, ON, and OFF, we should have two tokens, and the second token must be a number. The pin number is extracted using the parser.token_value() method, and qualified for the available pins in the application. I only allow P0 through P27. This protects the I2C and programming/debug pins. If everything checks out, we write state to the pin and make it an output.

Want to have some fun? Update the set_pin() method to work with two or three tokens. When three tokens are used, the second and third tokens specify the boundaries of a group of pins to make high or low.

Here's one approach: If the token count for set_pin() is not two, call another method before returning to the main loop. I called that method set_pins():

```plaintext
pub set_pins(state) | tc, lsb, msb

if (parser.token_count <> 3)
    return

if (parser.token_is_number(1))
    msb := parser.token_value(1)
    ifnot ((msb => 0) and (msb =< 27))
        return
    else
        return

if (parser.token_is_number(2))
    lsb := parser.token_value(2)
    ifnot ((lsb => 0) and (lsb =< 27))
        return
    else
        return

outa[pin] := state
dira[pin] := 1
```
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return
else
return
outa[msb..lsb] := state
dira[msb..lsb] := true

The structure is identical to the earlier method. In this case, we're expecting three tokens; the second and third must be numbers that are valid I/O pins for the application. Remember that state is being passed as false (0) or true (-1), and the internal constant true has all bits set so it will work with any size group of I/O pins. We use this to set all of the pins in the group to outputs via the dira register. Let's do one more that is a bit more involved. The FREQOUT command — as expected by the program — might look like this:

FREQOUT 26 A 10

The command takes four tokens. The second token is the pin number to use. The third token is the counter to use; this can be "A" or "B." The last token is the frequency in Hz. The above command would cause the LED on P26 to blink at a 10 Hz rate until we stop it by setting the frequency to 0.

Remember that counters work independently and in parallel to the normal pin output bits, so setting a pin to LOW or OFF will not stop an active counter attached to it.

Here's the code that processes the FREQOUT command:

```plaintext
pub pin_freq | pin, ctrx, hz
  if (parser.token_count <> 4) return
  if (parser.token_is_number(1))
    pin := parser.token_value(1)
  ifnot ((pin => 0) and (pin =< 27)) return
  else return
  if (parser.token_len(2) == 1)
    parser.ucstr(parser.token_addr(2))
    ctrx := byte[parser.token_addr(2)]
  if ((ctrx <> "A") and (ctrx <> "B")) return
  else return
  if (parser.token_len(2) == 1)
    parser.ucstr(parser.token_addr(2))
    ctrx := byte[parser.token_addr(2)]
  if ((ctrx <> "A") and (ctrx <> "B")) return
  else return
```
if (parser.token_is_number(3))
    hz := parser.token_value(3)
else
    return

set_freq(pin, ctrx, hz)

Most of this should look familiar by now. The difference is in handling the second parameter (third token) which is the counter module to use. The command calls for a single letter, A or B. We start by checking the length of the token. If it is only one character long, we convert it to uppercase to simplify testing. Remember that tokens are stored as strings, so we use byte[] to extract the letter token from the string; the parser object includes a method called parser.token_addr() which returns the hub address where that token is stored. This allows us direct access to it.

Okay, it's your turn. Create a new command, add it to the token list, create the handler code, and give it a go. To aid the development of new commands, I have a reporting method that analyzes a new command and provides a breakdown of each of the tokens. Figure 1 shows the report output from a few of the commands.

Easy Remote Control

As I stated earlier, the parser is generally taking input from a serial stream; it doesn't care where that serial stream is coming from. During development and testing, I used PST. I have a couple personal projects that would benefit from remote control — and this turned out to be a breeze. For remote input, I used a Bluetooth module. At the moment, I've tested three different units: the RN-42 module from Parallax; an XBee socket compatible RN-42 from SparkFun; and an $8 HC-06 module that is available all over the Internet.

The control freak in me wasn't happy to use an off-the-shelf Bluetooth terminal on my phone, so I knocked up a little app using the MIT App Inventor 2. Sadly, this only works for Android phones. AI2 uses block-style programming which is not really my cup of tea, so I’m looking at other tools. Hopefully, I can find one that lets me deploy simple control apps on Android and iOS products. We'll see.

The $8 HC-06 modules are very enticing for their price, so I bought one to try. Here's the rub: They're a bear to configure. When in command mode, it does not use a terminating character (e.g., carriage return) for the command; it uses a serial timeout. What this means is that one cannot simply type commands in through a terminal.

I solved the problem — which also allows me to set up the HC-06 while in the project — by creating a configuration program that uses the parser engine. Changing the baud rate is now simple:

    BAUD 38400

Other commands allow me to set the pairing code and the name — something I like to do with my projects. Figure 2 is a screenshot from my phone showing that I'm paired with the HC-06 on my Activity board (Figure 3). I've included my RN-42 and HC-06 configuration programs in the downloads available at the article link.

On a Personal Note

I recently received happy and distressing news on the same topic on the same day. I learned that a friend's wife had successful surgery to remove a cancerous tumor and her doctors expect a full recovery — wonderful news. The same day I learned that another friend's wife has been diagnosed with terminal cancer — horrible news. Both of these ladies are young and have a lot to contribute to society.

Not many things truly upset me, but that people are still being taken by this horrible disease does. Please consider donating to cancer research; there are many organizations that can do great things with your generous donation. (Thank you for indulging my personal outburst.)

Until next time, keep spinning and winning with the Propeller! NV
NEW PRODUCTS

4WD OFF-ROAD ROBOT CHASSIS

ServoCity is now offering the Nomad 4WD off-road chassis kit which is an easy to assemble robotic platform capable of going places a normal chassis can’t. What makes this chassis kit different is not only its vast amount of attachment points for various add-ons, but also the fact that it is easily and fully configurable.

The chassis is equipped with four 5.4" diameter by 2.25" wide heavy duty tires, four super duty/ball-bearing planetary gearmotors with full metal gears, and a ball-bearing pivot suspension. Also included in the 4WD chassis kit is a large central ABS plastic body with two large access panels that open up to a cavity large enough for a 7.2V NiCAD/NiMH or other LiPo battery and electronics to fit comfortably. Its central body also has a multitude of 0.77" hub patterns and cutouts at the bottom to run motor wires through. Since it is made out of ABS plastic, drilling holes for additional mounting options is simple. Retail price is $279.99.

FORCE SERVO ARM

Also available from ServoCity is the Force servo, which is a new type of a servo drive for remotely controlled devices. The majority of modern servo drives maintain a controlled position of the arm. Other servo drives are responsible for cyclic rotation with variable speed. Force Servo or F-Servo is a servo drive with controllable action force.

The value of force is proportionate to the control signal and does not depend on the position of the arm. A force sensor (dynamometer) is used for controlling the force. This arm simplifies many mechanical devices where its necessary to control the action force created by a servo drive or the action force of a mechanism controlled by a servo drive. When used instead of a servo drive with a controlled position of the arm, the arm makes it possible to improve the technical characteristics of many devices and mechanisms.

The key areas of application are remotely controlled light drones, robots, radio-controlled models, and rotation devices for video cameras. Retail price is $24.99 each.

WIRELESS TRANSCEIVER

Lemos/Radiometrix now has available the new Mini-MURS (Multi-Use Radio Service) NiM1B-154.570-5-12.5-MURS which is a frequency programmable narrow band transceiver that offers a low power reliable data link in a Lemos/Radiometrix transceiver standard pinout and footprint. It is suitable for licensed and unlicensed VHF allocations and Federal Communications Commission (FCC) part 90 and part 95.

Features include:
- Conforms to EN 300 220-3 and EN 301 489-3 (10 mW version only).
- Standard frequency 154.570 MHz or 154.600 MHz (re-programmable).
- Other frequencies from 120 MHz to 175 MHz.
- Data rates up to 5 kbps for standard module.
- Usable range over 1 km.
- Fully screened.
- Low power requirements.
- 25 kHz channel spacing.
- Feature-rich interface (true analog and/or digital baseband).

**Applications include:**
- Multi-use radio service.
- Industrial telemetry and telecommand.
- High-end security systems.
- Vehicle data up/download.
- ROV/machinery controls.

**A technical summary is:**
- Fully integrated sigma-delta PLL synthesizer based design.
- High stability TCXO reference.
- Transmit power: +13 dBm (20 mW)
- Image rejection: >70 dB
- Receiver sensitivity: -120 dBm (for 12 dB SINAD)
- RSSI output with >50 dBm range
- Supply: 3.3V - 15V @ 30 mA transmit, 18 mA receive
- Dimensions: 33 x 23 x 11 mm (fully screened)

For more information, contact:
**Lemos International Co., Inc.**
Web: [www.lemosint.com](http://www.lemosint.com)

---

Ironwood Electronics recently introduced a new QFN socket addressing high performance requirements for testing QFN devices — the CBT-QFN-7039. The contactor is a stamped spring pin with 17 gram actuation force per ball, and a cycle life of 50,000 insertions. The self inductance of the contactor is 0.75 nH, insertion loss <1 dB at 31.7 GHz.

The current capacity of each
In 1643, Evangelista Torricelli discovered that "we live at the bottom of a sea of air," and the pressure of the air could be measured with a simple column of water or mercury. In 1648, Blaise Pascal found differences in pressure with only slight elevation changes, leading to the idea that air has weight.

Changes in this pressure acting on evacuated bellows can be made to trace a line on a clockwork-powered drum, indicating fluctuations in atmospheric pressure as shown in Photo 1. You can still buy these devices which are credited to Lucien Vidi, who (in 1844) invented the practical barograph. They have been much improved, but still require a steady platform, winding of the clockwork, refreshing of the special ink (that must remain fluid until it hits the paper, then quickly dries), and renewing of the chart paper. They are also expensive.
Vidi is said to have spent years and all his money on the invention of the barograph. That was a time when the value of something was judged to be proportional to the time and effort that went into it. Of course, we in the modern era have been taught to laugh at ideas like that, and think ourselves superior because we can put together a better device with some parts bought online and a few hours’ work.

I, for one, feel a quite satisfactory sense of accomplishment at having duplicated — if in only a removed sense — the device of Vidi with a graphical LCD, a BMP085 digital pressure sensor, and an Arduino Uno.

Photo 2 shows the breadboarded version. A resistor, a 10K pot, the GLCD, and the Arduino — that's it. The display lists the pressure in Pascals (named, of course, for the aforementioned pioneer), meters of elevation, and standard atmosphere fraction of the sea level average. Also, there are low and high graph limits.

These limits are calculated like this: The setup function does a reading and then it rounds this up or down to the nearest 500 Pascals. It then adds 1,000 Pascals to the upper value, and subtracts 1,000 from the lower one. This is so the readings will have a chance of landing in the middle of the graph since the device may be at any altitude when it is started.

If the pressure happens to wander to within 100 Pascals of either limit, it adjusts both limits up or down by 500 Pascals. This creates an unavoidable discontinuity, but the jump is obvious on the graph. Refer to 90_hour_bmp085_GLCD_graph_baro.ino at the article link.

There are two graphs: one for the last hour, to show rapidly changing pressure; and one for the last 90 hours, to show the long term trend. The graphing proceeds right to left, with the display marching as it were to the left as new values are added to the right. The program uses two circular buffers to store the readings, with the newest reading overwriting the oldest one.

See the source list for the places to download the C code for the BMP085 and the KS0108 Graphical LCD Library. There is a PDF file (GLCD_Documentation.PDF) in the DOC subdirectory of the unzipped GLCD library. This contains a correct wiring diagram for the display; use it instead of the HTML version which contains errors.

Due to the use of the WIRE library for the BMP085 — which uses Arduino pins A4 and A5 — the EN port of the GLCD needs to be changed from A4 to something.
else; I picked pin 12. This change is reflected in the KS0108_Arduino.h file at the article link. Use this file to replace the one in /Arduino/libraries/glcd/config (which will be found in the Documents folder on a Windows machine). Or, you can make this edit yourself.

Be aware that not all graphical LCDs work with the GLCD library cited in the sources. Check the pictures of the pins: there should be CS1 on 15 and CS2 on 16.

The version in Photo 3 uses an Arduino Nano. It is also using a BMP180 — an updated version of the barometric sensor. All these are functionally the same as those mentioned previously.

**ITEM**

Arduino Development Board:
Uno or Nano
[arduino.cc](http://arduino.cc)
[www.sparkfun.com/products/11021](http://www.sparkfun.com/products/11021)
[www.adafruit.com/products/50](http://www.adafruit.com/products/50)

KS0108 Graphical LCD
[www.sparkfun.com/products/710](http://www.sparkfun.com/products/710)
[www.adafruit.com/search?q=ks0108&b=1](http://www.adafruit.com/search?q=ks0108&b=1)

BMP085 or BMP180 Barometric Pressure Sensor
[www.sparkfun.com/products/11824](http://www.sparkfun.com/products/11824)
[www.adafruit.com/products/1603](http://www.adafruit.com/products/1603)

10K Potentiometer

220 ohm Resistor
Photo 4 shows a somewhat different program (hour_bmp085_GLCD_graph_baro.ino) with a single graph updated every minute. The whole thing represents an hour.

Photo 5 shows the same Arduino-GLCD combination, this time with a different program (general_graph.ino). This one has the barometric code stripped out, and simply graphs the voltage on pin A4. The same hardware setup works here; just leave out the barometric sensor.

The entire graph spans eight hours. It is tracking the voltage on two 18650 lithium rechargeable cells in parallel, with a 7.5 ohm resistor load. I was curious to see how these cells would hold up since they were salvaged from an old laptop battery.

This illustrates how just about any slow-moving signal (such as temperature) can be graphed with this setup. Voltages higher than 5V can be scaled down with a voltage divider. The time between graph samples can be adjusted easily in the program (currently, `delay(240000)` equals 240 seconds, or four minutes).

Counts per unit time from a Geiger tube could easily be mapped into the graph range and plotted. There is a chance that a sensor can pick up solar storms. A Honeywell HMC5883L has a two milligauss sensitivity; a plot of that might be interesting.

The wiring chart is in Figure 1.

A few pitfalls: Be sure to follow the instructions when installing the Arduino libraries. Just copy the zip file into the Arduino directory, then open the integrated development environment (IDE) and import the library. The IDE will unzip the file; you don’t have to.

If the program fails to upload, make sure the Arduino board type is correct and the COM port is correct. If that doesn’t work, unplug the LCD and try again (a good reason not to solder it together).

The Arduino IDE saves programs in its folder within a new folder with the program name. This can be confusing when you are moving things around.
Have you ever built a project that needed a load to be switched on or off at regular intervals? Or, do you have a use for an accurate timer to facilitate switching of lights or another device with repetitious on/off cycles? Don't have the money or time to buy or build such a device? Then, the "Super Timer" is for you.

This timer not only requires a minimum parts count, but can be built in one evening. The timer is programmed via thumbwheel switches and — besides having eight modes of operation — it can run from milliseconds to 9,999 hours. (That's over a year!) The unit is built around the Omron H3CA-A timer module.
Other features are:

- Wide input voltage range
- 24-240 volts AC or 12-240 volts DC
- Three amp output contact rating
- Isolated supply from output
- Industrial reliability
- Compact size
- Few external parts needed

After building the Super Timer, I got the idea to simplify it even more while retaining all of the features of the original. The Super KISS (you know, for Keep It Simple Stupid) Timer was born. This newer module has a ton of versatility (see the sidebar).

Referring to the schematic, you can see there are only four switches required: two momentary normally open, and two alternate action switches. The momentary switches control the start and reset functions, while the alternate action switches control the power and gate functions. Also, you can eliminate the gate switch if you don’t have a need to “halt” the timer operation.

Wiring is straightforward. All AC splices are soldered and protected with heat shrink. Also, strain reliefs are used (as dictated by the NEC). The code reads: “Connections must be done in a manner to not pull loose while protecting the wires from damage.” This is done (very nicely) by the use of Arlington low profile strain reliefs (www.aiittings.com).

To further simplify wiring, I used a store-bought line cord and cut it in two (saving the male end for use). I took the remaining pieces and cut off the female end, then added my store-bought female connector (heavy duty type).

You can buy an extension cord (of the proper size) and use both ends (if you like) to make construction even simpler. I prefer the heavy duty female for “knock-around” resistance. The other ends are wired per the schematic.

Also as shown in the schematic, you can wire the timer for power fail back-up. However, this requires a separate source of back-up power. For simplicity, I have opted not to do this. Also, if the power-fail option is

---

### Parts List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PART #</th>
<th>SUPPLIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timer Module</td>
<td>H3CA-A</td>
<td>aliexpress.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1, S2</td>
<td>275-1547</td>
<td>RadioShack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3, S4</td>
<td>275-617</td>
<td>RadioShack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socket</td>
<td>PF113A-E</td>
<td>Omron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case</td>
<td>270-1806</td>
<td>RadioShack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuse Holder</td>
<td>270-367</td>
<td>RadioShack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuse</td>
<td>2700150</td>
<td>RadioShack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Cord</td>
<td>PC-303R</td>
<td>Cablesonline.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Prong Socket</td>
<td>93687</td>
<td>Harbor Freight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain Relief</td>
<td>LPCG503</td>
<td>AG Electrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc. Hook-up Wire</td>
<td>278-1222</td>
<td>RadioShack</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Caution: This project uses 120V AC line voltage in its operation. Only persons qualified and knowledgeable in safe handling practices should build it. If that’s not you, get help from someone with proper experience before attempting to build it.
employed, the “start time” on the power-up function will not apply.

So, what are you waiting for? Warm up your soldering iron and get busy! By the way, another great use for the timer is to pulse a cheap soldering iron and make it temperature controlled (like the costly pro models). Just adjust the pulse rate time and you will have variable temperature.

Operating Instructions

Caution: Do not change the thumbwheel switches with power applied. Also, do not add or remove a load with power applied.

Operating Modes

MODE SELECTIONS
There are eight different operating modes from which to choose. Press the leftmost thumbwheel switch to select the desired operation mode. When making your choice, the operation mode will show in the operation mode display window. The eight operation modes are:

A ON-delay
B Repeat (50% fixed duty cycle)
C Signal Interval/OFF-delay
D Signal OFF-delay (1)
E Interval
F Cycle One-shot
G Signal ON-delay/OFF-delay
H Signal OFF-delay (II)

Mode A ON-delay
Signal Start: Power is applied continuously. The time delay period begins at the leading edge of the start input. Output contact switches when the accumulated time equals the set time. Subsequent start signals during or after timing will not be accepted. The output relay will remain switched until a reset input is applied or power is interrupted.

Mode B Repeat Cycle — Signal Start (50% fixed duty cycle): Power is continuously applied. The OFF/ON cycle is initiated at the leading edge of the start input. The output relay will be OFF for the set time and ON for the set time. The ON and OFF cycle will continue to alternate until a reset input is applied or power is disconnected.

Mode B Repeat Cycle — Power ON Start/Power OFF Reset (50% fixed duty cycle): Connect start terminals 3 and 6. Upon application of power to the timer, the OFF delay is initiated for the set time and then ON for the set time. The ON and OFF cycle will continue to alternate until a reset input is applied or power is disconnected.

Mode C Signal Interval/OFF-delay: Power is continuously applied. Time delay period begins on both the leading and trailing edges of the start input. Output contact switches during time delay period, either connecting or disconnecting the load. Once the timer has timed out from the trailing edge, it resets and is ready for subsequent start inputs.

Mode D Signal OFF-delay (1): Power is continuously applied. The output relay switches at the leading edge of the start input, either connecting or disconnecting the load. Time delay period begins at the trailing edge of the start input. Output relay switches again when accumulated time equals the set time.

Mode E — Interval
Signal Start: Power is applied continuously. Timing begins at the leading edge of the start input, either connecting or disconnecting the load. The output relay is switched, either connecting or disconnecting the load only during timing.
reset when power is disconnected or a reset input is applied.

Mode F Cycle One-shot
Power-ON Short/Power-OFF
Reset: Connect start terminals 3 and 6. Upon application of power to the timer, timing starts. The output relay is OFF for the set time and then ON for the set time for one cycle only. The timer is reset when power is removed or a reset input is applied.

Mode F Cycle One-shot
Signal Start: Power is continuously applied. The OFF/ON cycle is initiated at the leading edge of the start input. The output relay will be OFF for the set time and then ON for the set time for one cycle only. The timer is reset when power is removed or a reset input is applied.

Mode G Signal ON-delay/OFF-delay:
Power is continuously applied. Timing begins on both the leading and trailing edges of the start input. The output relay switches when the accumulated time from the leading edge equals the set time, either connecting or disconnecting the load. It also switches for the set amount of time from the trailing edge of the start input.

Mode H Signal OFF-delay:
Power is continuously applied. Timing begins at the trailing edge of the start input. The output relay is switched only during timing.

Note: All timer instructions and operating modes were taken from www.farnell.com/datasheets/1754059.pdf.

(© Copyright Premier Farnell UK Limited)
For years, engineers and technicians have built annoying little circuits that are easily hidden, that beep, or chirp. The AOM (Annoy-O-Matic) brings this practical joke to a whole new level. By using the PIC12F629, this project not only beeps, but the beep cycle appears to be completely random — maybe once every three to eight minutes. Despite its sophisticated operation, it's very easy for any beginning electronics student to build. Even experienced builders will find this to be a fun little project.
In designing the AOM, my key criteria was to keep it very simple. The AOM uses a minimum of parts; take a look at the schematic and Parts List.

Like many other PIC projects I’ve designed, the real power to the AOM is found in software. The AOM uses an external RC clock, R1 and C2, for an external clock frequency of around 32 kHz. The low frequency clock keeps current consumption to a minimum — 168 µA to 90 µA depending on battery voltage — and allows a fresh set of AAA alkaline batteries to last at least three months.

Microchip does not provide a lot of information as to suggested RC values for a 32 kHz external clock (8 kHz instruction clock), and after testing the AOM with different voltages, I now understand why. It seems that the external RC clock is very sensitive to changes in the supply voltage. Refer to Table 1 for the measurements I made.

For other projects, this radical change in the clock frequency would be unacceptable. For the AOM, however, this change adds to the intensity of the annoyance.

For example, when the batteries are fresh, the initial tone is around 2 kHz every three to eight minutes. When the batteries are near the end of their life, the tone is around 3 kHz every two to five minutes.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

I found the Datak Experimenter’s protoboard with standard IC and component spacing (#12-607) to be ideal for building this project. If you can’t find this exact board, any small 1.8” x 1.8” standard IC protoboard will do.

Before soldering, start by drawing the parts layout on the component side of the board; see Figure 1. As tempting as it is to skip this step, by doing it you’ll avoid the aggravation of making a mistake and having to unsolder and re-solder components back into the correct place. Just be sure to double-check your work against the schematic and Photo 1.

C1 is a tantalum capacitor; the shorter lead is connected to the negative of the power supply. Connect this capacitor as close as possible to the IC power supply pins 1 and 8. This capacitor removes any noise spikes that might reach the PIC. Also, do NOT substitute an electrolytic capacitor. A tantalum capacitor is the best choice because it can deal with the sudden demands for current. The electrolytic is the worst choice because it has the slowest response for abrupt current demands.

For all prototypes I constructed, I used a ceramic capacitor for C2. However, I see no reason why any type of 500 pf capacitor or other values couldn't be used. (See "Operation & Design Notes.")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply Voltage vs. Instruction Clock</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Instruction Clock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.5V</td>
<td>5,395 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0V</td>
<td>5,715 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5V</td>
<td>6,132 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0V</td>
<td>6,680 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5V</td>
<td>7,471 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0V</td>
<td>8,671 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5V</td>
<td>10,655 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2V</td>
<td>12,543 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1.**

C1 1 µF Tantalum Capacitor
C2 500 pF Capacitor, any type (see "Operation & Design Notes")
R1 75KΩ, 1/4W ±5% recommended
R2 10KΩ, 1/4W
R3 120Ω, 1/4W

Speaker 48Ω or higher. I suggest using All Electronics CAT# SK-63, 2-1/4” 63Ω speaker ($1.25 each)

PIC12F629 DIP, plastic (PIC12F675 may be used as a replacement). You will need to program the PIC.

Eight-pin DIP IC Socket
IC Protoboard, Datak #12-607 recommended

AAA, Two-cell Battery Holder or AA Two-cell Battery Holder

PARTS LIST
R1, R2, and R3 are 1/4W resistors; higher wattage resistors can be used if needed. R1 sets the timing for the RC clock. While not super critical, I suggest ±5% tolerance. R2 and R3 values are not that critical, so even if they were off by ±20%, the circuit will still work.

The best speaker I found was a small 63Ω unit from All Electronics. The small size and low cost offered the loudest sound for the money. Larger 48Ω speakers also work, but were overkill for my wishes. Using a lower impedance than 48Ω is possible, but the volume is reduced.

In earlier versions of the AOM, I did use 48Ω mini transducers (All Electronics CAT# PE-52), but even with two in series, the sound was not loud enough for my taste.

Standard AAA alkaline batteries should last for at least three months. If you wish to use standard AA alkalines, the minimum running time would be increased to at least six months. I chose two AAA batteries in a holder because they were small and easy to conceal. Still, even AA batteries aren't so large that the unit couldn't be hidden somewhere.

The IC is the PIC12F629, but the PIC12F675 will also work in its place. I strongly recommend using an IC socket. Should you wish to reprogram the chip, it's easy to remove it.

Pins 3, 4, and 5 of the IC allow for special test features and an additional function for the AOM. Pins 3 and 5 make use of the internal weak pull-up resistors inside the PIC. Pin 4 uses the external pull-up resistor, R2. While you don't have to wire any connecting wire or post to these pins, I recommend wiring at least one wire to pin 4. Once built, this pin allows for quick and easy testing.

### TESTING

The test/feature pins are defined as follows:

**Pin 3 GP3 Fast**: When connected to ground, it shortens the timing cycle by around 1/120 of the time. This causes the unit to beep every few seconds (random time period); (J1).

**Pin 4 GP3 10 Sec**: When connected to ground before power is applied, the AOM beeps around every 10 seconds; (J2).

**Pin 5 GP2 Pause**: When connected to ground, this pauses the time count; (NC).

Once built, you could install the batteries and wait roughly three to eight minutes before you might hear a beep. Both pins 3 and 4 allow you to shorten the time you need to wait.

There are two choices for speeding up the beep cycle: pin 3 and pin 4. Pin 4 (J2) — the 10 second cycle — provides the most information about the circuit. Remember, this pin must be grounded before the power is applied. Once the power is applied, if you measure the time between each beep, you'll have a reasonable estimate for the instruction clock frequency, the initial beep frequency, and the RC clock frequency.
83,000 / Seconds Between Each Beep = Instruction Clock

This should give you a reasonable estimate of the instruction clock’s frequency. With fresh batteries, it should be close to around 8 kHz. As the batteries age, the frequency increases.

It takes four instruction cycles to produce a single cycle of beeps:

Instruction Clock / 4 = Beep Frequency

The RC clock is always four times greater than the instruction clock. So, multiply the instruction clock frequency by four to determine the RC clock frequency. With fresh batteries, it should be close to 32 kHz.

Grounding pin 3 (J1) shortens the time delay by roughly 1/120 of the time. This provides a quick way to hear the random nature of the beeping without waiting too long.

Grounding both pin 3 (J1) and pin 4 (J2) generates a rapid string of beeps. This proved to be ideal for measuring and testing the inductive kick in the speaker. More on that in "Operation & Design Notes."

Pin 5 (Pause) is for possible expansion. While I have not designed any circuit or tried anything yet, one could attach a phototransistor or some sort of photodetector circuit to this pin. Thus, when the lights are on, no beeps occur; when it’s dark, the beeping resumes. This might be perfect in a bedroom where the victim only hears the beeping when it’s dark. If you chose to explore this type of operation, you may want to shorten the time between the random beeps.

**OPERATION & DESIGN NOTES**

The one area I spent the most time testing and exploring was the speaker. Using a 120Ω resistor for R3 is a very conservative approach to the design. This allows you to use any impedance speaker without drawing too much current from pins 6 and 7.

The All Electronics (CAT# SK-63) 2-1/4" speaker is roughly 63Ω resistance and around 1.5 mH of inductance. Even under worst case conditions — an output voltage of 3.6Ω and the frequency of the tone is 1.5 kHz
— R3 would still limit the current to under 25 mA.

Another area of concern was the inductive kick from the speaker. Even with a three volt supply, I measured around five volts peak from some speakers. This high a voltage above VDD might damage the chip.

The normal approach to this would be to place a diode (like 1N914) between the positive power supply (pin 1, VDD) and pin 6, as well as another diode between pin 7 and pin 1. The diodes would be oriented to conduct whenever pin 6 or 7 is a higher voltage than the positive power supply; thus removing any spikes.

The only problem with this solution was that many of my beginning electronics students frequently solder diodes into circuits backwards because they don't fully understand what they are doing. This raised the question, "Are the protection diodes really necessary?"

In order to answer that question, both pins 3 and 4 were grounded to make the AOM output a series of rapid beeps. The unit was tested for three weeks with supply voltages ranging from 2.2V to 5.5V. After millions of beeps — roughly 1,000 times more beeps than the unit will produce in a month of normal operation — my AOM continues to work without problems.

For those who would like to modify the design to shorten the delay times and increase the pitch, change C2 from 500 pF to 330 pF. This would cause the pitch of the tone to start at 3 kHz and be 5 kHz by the end of the battery's life. The delay times would range from two minutes to five minutes with fresh batteries, and two to three minutes by the end of the battery's life.

Values larger than 500 pF result in a slower instruction clock with a lower pitched tone and longer delays. Values less than 500 pF result in a faster instruction clock with a higher pitched tone and shorter delays. For those who wish to try things out, try values for C2 from 1,000 pF (0.001 μF) to 200 pF.

Another area for modification is changing R2 to be a 5K Ω resistor in series with a 100K Ω potentiometer. An increased resistance results in a slower instruction clock, and lower resistance results in a faster instruction clock. For the PIC's RC clock, R2 must be a minimum of 5K Ω, to a maximum of 100K Ω.

Should you settle on a faster instruction clock, remember that a faster clock results in increased current consumption. If you chose to use a 330 pF capacitor for C2 or reduced resistance for R2, you may wish to use the larger capacity AA batteries rather than the lower capacity AAA batteries.

Closing Comments

Over the last 1-1/2 years, I've had roughly 100 students build this project. Based on their suggestions, several variations were tried and minor improvements to the design were added.

One of the best suggestions was to generate a multi-tone chirp. If you look at the source code available at the article link, you'll see that a chirp starts at 2 kHz and then
shifts to 1.5 kHz. This shift in the frequency makes it sound almost like a dripping water facet.

For those who want to experiment, not only are there several changes to the hardware you can make, the source code can be adjusted as well to change the timing or the sound. All the files, including the .HEX file to program the PIC, can be downloaded from the article link.

Last of all, putting the AOM inside a box would help protect the components and provide a better sound from the speaker. Just make sure there’s a large enough hole for the sound of the speaker to be heard clearly. NV
All Aboard!

The journey to working efficiently with the Atmel AVR range of microcontrollers is an exciting one. That is, if you enjoy learning new ways of doing things, gaining greater control over the microcontroller, working smarter and more efficiently, and doing things you weren’t able to before! Convinced?

Last month, we looked at a few good reasons to start working with the raw AVR microcontroller, and then built our own breadboard-based Arduino Uno. We’ll be using that breadboard project this month as we get stuck into working in a new IDE.

What’s in an IDE?

An IDE — or Integrated Development Environment — is where you spend most of your time working on embedded projects. An IDE would normally include the code editor, a compiler, a linker, and an uploader to Flash the code onto the microcontroller (Figure 1). More advanced IDEs also contain debuggers. The compiler, assembler, and linker are called a toolchain — the most popular for AVR microcontrollers is GCC (see [1] in Resources).

In my software developer past, the IDE was a critical tool in getting me working efficiently — I’d make sure I configured the IDE so that it suited the way I liked to work. If you’ve worked in other environments, you’ll know exactly what I mean.

The Arduino IDE is a great tool to get you started with embedded systems, but it is very basic as IDEs go. The strength of the Arduino environment lies in the way in which some fairly complex functionality is abstracted away from the designer in a number of libraries — you’ll see as we work through this series how functionality like reading an analog value is made much simpler through the Arduino IDE.

I can sense that some readers are questioning why we’re trying to make things less simple. The answer is that we’re trading simplicity for increased functionality and flexibility. Stick with me and you’ll see the benefits. I had a number of false starts before I put my head down and tackled it head on. I haven’t looked back!
Good Bye Arduino IDE, Hello … ?

Do a quick search and you’ll see that there are a number of AVR IDEs to choose from. The more popular ones are Atmel Studio, Eclipse with the AVR plug-in, and IAR’s Embedded Workbench. In fact, you could even stick with the Arduino IDE and just ignore the Arduino libraries. The Popular IDEs sidebar gives an overview of some of the features of these more popular IDEs.

Personally, I prefer to use Atmel Studio. It is developed by Atmel (the manufacturer of the ATmega328P on our breadboard Arduino), so I know it’ll support all my AVR microcontrollers without any problem. Unfortunately, it is only available for Windows, but it is dead easy to install and use, has a good set of functionality, and is free.

Along with the new IDE comes a host of new ways to interact with the microcontroller — you’ll be working at a lower level without the abstraction that the Arduino IDE provided. While this is a little more complex, it gives you loads more control and flexibility, and is one of the key reasons to make the move.

What? No More digitalWrite?

That’s right! We’ve left our digitalWrite(), pinMode(), digitalWrite(), and a whole bunch of other functions behind. These functions concealed some of the low-level instructions needed to access the microcontroller’s functionality — so we now need to get down and dirty to do this ourselves. Before we roll up our sleeves, let’s get a couple of principles out the way.

Pin Numbering

In our Uno world, we had 14 digital pins (D0–D13) and six analog pins (A0–A5). This numbering system was developed by the team at Arduino to make it easier to work with the inputs and outputs. In reality, the microcontroller I/O pins are divided up into “ports” and “pins.”

Pins are the physical I/O pins on the microcontroller, excluding the various power and ground pins. To make it simpler to access the pins, they are grouped into ports; usually eight pins per port. For Atmel controllers, pins are numeric (0–7) and ports are alpha (starting at A). Each pin is

Popular IDEs

**ARDUINO IDE**

Many hobbyists stick with the Arduino IDE when they move onto using stand-alone microcontrollers — just as we did in the first article. The Arduino IDE offers a familiar environment and runs on multiple operating systems easily, but has an extremely limited set of features. In addition it does not support a wide range of AVR microcontrollers “out the box.” I wouldn’t suggest it as an option.

**ATMEL STUDIO**

Atmel Studio is — as its name suggests — Atmel’s own in-house IDE. It leverages off Microsoft’s Visual Studio platform, and therefore only runs on Windows operating systems. It does, however, offer a number of benefits to the hobbyist and enthusiast, which I believe outweigh the platform limitations. For a start, it’s free, without any restrictions on the size of code you can write. It also uses the GCC toolchain, which is the de facto open source standard for AVR microcontrollers. A big attraction for me was the ease of installation and built-in support for all Atmel’s microcontrollers, not just the eight-bit AVR. So, if you move onto using Atmel’s other series such as the ARM, you will work in the same IDE. Finally, it is pretty full-featured: it uses Microsoft Intellisense to make coding faster; has a built-in simulator to test code before it even sees a microcontroller; and has a debugger to allow you to debug code as it’s running on your microcontroller (see [2] in Resources).

**IAR EMBEDDED WORKBENCH**

IAR Embedded Workbench for AVR is a professional-level development tool — and comes at a professional price! You do have the option to use a code-size limited version, but as soon as your code exceeds 4 Kb in size you need to pay up or move on. It also only runs on Windows. It is a fully-featured IDE that allows simulation and debugging. A key advantage is that IAR has products for many other manufacturers, so if you can manage the price it will allow you to work in one environment for most of the microcontrollers you’re likely to use (see [3] in Resources).

**ECLIPSE WITH AVR PLUG-IN**

If you are a supporter of multi-platform open source software, then the Eclipse IDE with the AVR plug-in is perfect for you. If you don’t like performing multiple downloads and complex installation processes, then this is NOT perfect for you. Eclipse is a really great IDE and has a strong community behind it; the AVR plug-in, however (and I’m sure I’ll get shot down by someone), seems to have stagnated since the end of 2011. If you’re feeling brave, there are a number of tutorials out on the web that should get you up and running without too much pain (see [4] and [5] in Resources).

![FIGURE 2: ATmega328P pinout diagram from the datasheet.](image)
therefore referenced by its port and pin number, prefixed with a “P” (e.g., PB1, PB0, PD7). Figure 2 is from the ATmega328P datasheet, and shows how the individual pins are named — you’ll notice that they don’t flow logically from the first to the 28th pin, not all ports have eight pins, and there’s no PORTA.

When I first looked at the pinout diagram in the datasheet, I nearly flipped! There was so much complexity and very little to explain what all the acronyms in parentheses were. Don’t panic! We’ll tackle these when we need them over the course of this series.

**Registers**

Okay, so we know that each of the I/O pins are numbered differently to the Arduino IDE and how they’re numbered. How do we read from or write to them? Most microcontrollers use registers to do this. A register (or more correctly, a hardware register) is a bit like a pre-defined variable — you can read the value stored in the register and change it (if it’s not a read-only register).

In the background, each hardware register is linked to specific hardware-related functionality, and writing to them causes the hardware to behave in certain ways. Registers have specific memory addresses, but we usually refer to them using the “friendly” names that are defined in the datasheets and header files.

The simplest hardware registers are simply called “PORT” registers. There is one of these registers for each of the ports on the MCU. For the ATmega328P, there are PORTB, PORTC, and PORTD registers. By writing to these, you cause the individual pins to go either high or low in the same way as `digitalWrite()` did in the Arduino IDE.

But which pin? A port contains up to eight pins, so how does the PORT register allow us to access a specific pin? Simple! Or, so I was told when I first tackled this. However, it took me a while.

As mentioned, each port has up to eight pins. A byte has eight bits. A register is usually one byte in size. If you make the connection, you’ll realize that each bit in the eight-bit register is linked to a pin on that port. Figure 3 shows an example of how this would look for PORTB, with PB0 and PB4 set high.

In order to make pin PB2 go high, you need to set bit 2 of the PORTB register to 1. To make PB4 go low, you need to set bit 4 of the PORTB register to 0. Behind the scenes, this is exactly what `digitalWrite()` was doing for you.

One final piece of theory before we get stuck into a first project: bitwise operations. We need to use bitwise operations in order to set the bits in the PORT to 1 or 0.

**Bitwise Operations**

Bitwise operations are used to manipulate individual bits, or groups of bits. We won’t go into all the uses for these operations and operators here, but will focus on what we need them for: to set specific bits in registers.

Let’s assume you have PORTB configured as in Figure 3; bits 0 and 4 are set to 1 and the rest to 0. In binary, this would be represented as 0b00010001 (where the prefix 0b indicates a binary number follows). Now, let’s set PB2 high (i.e., bit 2 will be set to 1).

One way to do this is by spelling it out and setting PORTB to 0b00010101. However, you can only do this if you keep track of the values of all the other bits in the register — i.e., you also need to know the values of the bits that you aren’t setting. This is not very practical in a dynamic embedded system. Bitwise operators allow us to change the value of just PB2, without affecting (or needing to know) the values of the other bits in the register. Bitwise operation is critical in working with microcontrollers.

You may have come across the bitwise operators (AND, NOT, OR, XOR), as well as the shift operators (Left-Shift and Right-Shift). I want to get us to a working project as soon as possible, so I won’t delve into the detailed theory behind these operators. What I will do is quickly summarize what you need to know to get working.

**Bitwise OR**

The bitwise OR operator compares two binary values and returns a value that includes the 1s from both of them. In the example in Figure 4, bit 2 contains a 0 in the original register, and a 1 in the value it is being OR’ed with; the result is therefore a 1. Practically, if we want to set PB2 to 1, we simply need to perform the OR operation: PORTB = PORTB | 0b00000100.

**Bitwise AND**

The bitwise AND operator compares two binary values, and returns a value that only includes the 1s where both of the values contain a 1. In the example in Figure 4, we want to check whether bits 2 and 0 are set (i.e., are 1).

By ANDing a binary value of 0b00000101 (where bits 2 and 0 are 1), we can see that only bit 0 was set in the original register. In practice, this would look like

```
PORTB & 0b00000101
```

---

**FIGURE 3**: Register for PORTB with PB0 and PB4 set high.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin Number</th>
<th>PB7</th>
<th>PB6</th>
<th>PB5</th>
<th>PB4</th>
<th>PB3</th>
<th>PB2</th>
<th>PB1</th>
<th>PB0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bit Number</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pin High/Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTB Register</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bitwise NOT

The bitwise NOT operator simply switches 1s to 0s, and 0s to 1s in a binary value. It operates on a single value, and does not do a comparison between two values as the AND and OR operators do. The NOT operator is useful for setting bits to a 0 when combined with a bitwise AND.

Let's say we want to unset PB4. First, we apply the NOT to the bits we want to clear, and then AND the result to PORTB:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NOT } & 0b 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 \\
= & 0b 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 \\
\text{AND } & 0b 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 \\
= & 0b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
\end{align*}
\]

(Bit 4 is a 1 as this is the bit we want to unset.
Result of the NOT operation. Now, we AND it with the value of PORTB.)
(The result is that only bit 4 has been unset.)

Bitwise XOR

Finally, we'll look at the bitwise XOR operator. This operator compares two binary values and returns 1 where the corresponding bits differ, or a 0 where they are the same. This is a useful way to toggle a bit; for example, if you want to flash an LED on and off. If you wanted to toggle PB4, you would use it like this: PORTB = PORTB ^ 0b000010000.

Shifting Bits

After you’ve looked at the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Used For</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| OR      | I (pipe) | Setting specific bits to a “1” | \[
\begin{align*}
0b 0 & 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 \\
0b 0 & 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 \\
0b 0 & 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
\end{align*}
\]

AND | & (ampersand) | Checking whether specific bits are set (called “masking”) | \[
\begin{align*}
0b 0 & 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 \\
0b 0 & 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 \\
0b 0 & 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
\end{align*}
\]

NOT | ~ (tilde) | Combine with AND to clear a specific bit | \[
\begin{align*}
0b 0 & 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 \\
0b 1 & 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
\end{align*}
\]

XOR | ^ (caret) | Toggling bits | \[
\begin{align*}
0b 0 & 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 \\
0b 0 & 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
\end{align*}
\]

Operator | Symbol | Used For | Example |
|----------|--------|----------|---------|
| OR      | I (pipe) | Setting specific bits to a “1” | \[
\begin{align*}
0b 0 & 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 \\
0b 0 & 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 \\
0b 0 & 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
\end{align*}
\]

AND | & (ampersand) | Checking whether specific bits are set (called “masking”) | \[
\begin{align*}
0b 0 & 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 \\
0b 0 & 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 \\
0b 0 & 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
\end{align*}
\]

NOT | ~ (tilde) | Combine with AND to clear a specific bit | \[
\begin{align*}
0b 0 & 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 \\
0b 1 & 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
\end{align*}
\]

XOR | ^ (caret) | Toggling bits | \[
\begin{align*}
0b 0 & 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 \\
0b 0 & 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
\end{align*}
\]

above bitwise operation examples, you’re probably thinking you’ll be typing 1s and 0s for the rest of your life. Thankfully, bit-shifting is here to rescue you. When I first encountered bit-shifting, my eyes glazed over and I moved on to something that seemed less complicated. The reality is that it’s very simple.

Let’s say you want to refer to PB4 on PORTB (PB4 is bit 4). You can either use the same format we used in our example (0b00010000) or you can “left-shift” a bit into position 5. The Left-Shift operator is a double angle-bracket pointing to the left (<<).

A few examples explain it best:

\[
\begin{align*}
0b 0 & 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 \\
0b 1 & 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
\end{align*}
\]

As you know, the decimal value of a binary 0b0000001 is simply 1. So, to make your life easier, you can left-shift the decimal value 1 to the position of PB4 which is 1 << 4.

Summarizing All the Theory

Let’s combine all the above with a few examples. Figure 5 shows the initial values of the PORTC register, pins 0-5, and then the changes to the pins as we perform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>In Code</th>
<th>PC5</th>
<th>PC4</th>
<th>PC3</th>
<th>PC2</th>
<th>PC1</th>
<th>PC0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Values</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set PC3 to high</td>
<td>PORTC = PORTC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set PC4 to high</td>
<td>PORTC = PORTC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PC3</td>
<td>PORTC = PORTC &amp; (~ (1 &lt;&lt; 3))</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toggle PC3</td>
<td>PORTC = PORTC ^ (1 &lt;&lt; 3)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toggle PC3</td>
<td>PORTC = PORTC ^ (1 &lt;&lt; 3)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Choosing a Programmer

There are a large number of programmers available for AVR devices — a reflection of the popularity of AVR microcontrollers amongst hobbyists and enthusiasts. It would be impossible to highlight them all here, so I’ve gone for four of the more cost-effective ones.

Atmel AVRISP mkII In-System Programmer
------------------------------------------
This is Atmel’s own programmer, so is natively supported by Atmel Studio. It, of course, supports all the AVR ATtiny, ATmega, and ATXmega microcontrollers, so it’s a good choice if you want something that’s simple to use and does what it says on the box. It’s pretty cost-effective ($34 at time of print), and is the de facto standard for programming AVRs (see [7] in Resources).

USBTinyISP
-----------
The USBTinyISP is the programmer that I use. The attraction for me was that it was open source (so you could even build one yourself); it’s available from a number of manufacturers in different guises (Adafruit sells them as a USBTinyISP kit, and SparkFun as a complete board called the PocketAVR Programmer); and it comes in at around $16. The disadvantage is that they aren’t supported natively by Atmel Studio, but we work around that fairly easily in this article (see [9] in Resources).

Atmel-ICE
---------
This is a fairly new product from Atmel, and is, in fact, more than a programmer — it’s a debugger too. This means that you can debug code while it’s running on your AVR microcontroller — a very useful thing to be able to do as your projects increase in complexity. It can program and debug AVR and ARM microcontrollers, so if you’re sticking with Atmel and start working on larger more powerful ARM processors, it’s a good choice. The Basic version comes in at $49, so it’s not out of reach. As soon as my local supplier gets these in stock, it’s on my shopping list (see [8] in Resources).

Arduino as an ISP
-----------------You may have come across tutorials explaining how you can use your Arduino Uno as a programmer for raw microcontrollers. The Arduino team have written a sketch for upload onto your Arduino Uno, that enables you to program AVR microcontrollers. This is a great way to start, but does take your Arduino out of circulation. Additionally, it takes a little time to connect all the correct pins. Halfway through my first project, I ditched this and spent the $16 to buy the USBTinyISP.

Figure 6: Hooking up a programmer to an ATmega328P microcontroller.

**Step 2: Connect the LED**

We’re going to be doing the same thing as we did in the first article by connecting our LED. Connect the LED and resistor in series to PB0 (that’s pin 14) on the microcontroller.

**Step 3: Connect the Programmer**

In the previous article, we used an FTDI breakout board to program the microcontroller with our Arduino sketch. This month, we’re going to step it up a notch and use a “real” programmer.

There are two advantages to this. Firstly, you don’t need a bootloader on your microcontroller which means you can use microcontrollers that don’t have bootloaders written for them (the previous article discussed how bootloaders work).

Secondly, we can program any AVR microcontroller with a programmer; we can only use an FTDI breakout board for those with dedicated serial pins (more on serial later in the series).

I’m sure you’ve seen those six pins labelled ICSP on your Arduino Uno. They’re there to connect a programmer. Another choice needs to be made here: What programmer should I use? I’ve highlighted a few of the more popular ones in the sidebar, *Choose a Programmer*. For now, if you’re looking for a cost-effective one, I recommend one based on the USBTinyISP or USBASP. If you want one later that will allow you to interactively debug your programs, then it’s probably a

---

**Table 1:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programmer</th>
<th>ATmega328</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MISO</td>
<td>18 (MISO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5V</td>
<td>Breadboard positive power rail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCK</td>
<td>19 (SCK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOSI</td>
<td>17 (MOSI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RST</td>
<td>1 (RESET)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND</td>
<td>Breadboard negative power rail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

the various operations shown.

**Enough Theory, Please!**

We’ve buried ourselves in a whole bunch of theory, but theory alone isn’t going to get that LED blinking. I’ve always been the sort of person who refers to the manual only when absolutely necessary, but when I first looked at the cryptic code in Atmel Studio I went straight for the theory. So, thanks for sticking out the fundamentals. I hope it has set the scene to get that LED blinking!

**Step 1: Get Prepared**

The first step to get going is to download and install your IDE. If you would prefer not to use Atmel Studio, then you can still go along with these articles; you’ll just need to find the corresponding menu commands for compiling and Flashing the microcontroller. At the level we’re working at, you should be fine using this code in other IDEs, preferably using the GCC toolchain.

**Step 2: Connect the LED**

We’re going to be doing the same thing as we did in the first article by connecting our LED. Connect the LED and resistor in series to PB0 (that’s pin 14) on the microcontroller.

**Step 3: Connect the Programmer**

In the previous article, we used an FTDI breakout board to program the microcontroller with our Arduino sketch. This month, we’re going to step it up a notch and use a “real” programmer.

There are two advantages to this. Firstly, you don’t need a bootloader on your microcontroller which means you can use microcontrollers that don’t have bootloaders written for them (the previous article discussed how bootloaders work).

Secondly, we can program any AVR microcontroller with a programmer; we can only use an FTDI breakout board for those with dedicated serial pins (more on serial later in the series).

I’m sure you’ve seen those six pins labelled ICSP on your Arduino Uno. They’re there to connect a programmer. Another choice needs to be made here: What programmer should I use? I’ve highlighted a few of the more popular ones in the sidebar, *Choose a Programmer*. For now, if you’re looking for a cost-effective one, I recommend one based on the USBTinyISP or USBASP. If you want one later that will allow you to interactively debug your programs, then it’s probably a
good idea to buy one that supports that up-front.

Connecting the programmer is straightforward, with reference to the pinout diagram in the documentation (see [6] in Resources). Simply hook up the pins as per Figure 6.

From looking at the above, you’ll start to see that those cryptic labels on the ATmega328P pins actually have a meaning and a use. Figure 7 shows what this looks like on our breadboard.

**Step 4: Write the Code**

Fire up your IDE and create a new “C” project. In Atmel Studio, click on “New Project” and then select a “GCC C Executable Project” (Figure 8). Choose where to save your project and give it a name; you’ll then be asked to select which microcontroller you’re working with (Figure 9). Based on your choice, Atmel Studio will include the relevant header file definitions for the pins, ports, etc.

**Resources**

[1] Getting started with the GCC Toolchain: www.nongnu.org/avr-libc


Finally, you'll be presented with a window to enter your code into. For now, enter the code in Listing 1 into the window (download it from the article link). We'll dissect it once we've got the LED flashing.

**Step 5: Compile the Code**

To compile the code, first make sure that you're working in a “Release” configuration, not a “Debug” configuration. The Debug configuration allows you to step through and debug your code in Atmel Studio before you've even uploaded it to your microcontroller. We want to compile it for the microcontroller, so choose “Release” from the menu bar (see Figure 10). To compile, hit the “F7” button on your keyboard. You should see a whole lot of activity in your Output window at the bottom of the screen; hopefully, you see a message that says:

Build succeeded.

**Step 6: Flash the Code**

Uploading the code is pretty straightforward if you're using one of Atmel Studio’s supported programmers or debuggers (see [7] and [8] in References). Simply connect the programmer to the USB port, click on the Debug menu, then “Start without Debugging.”

If you’re using a USBtiny or a USBASP, then you need to first configure Atmel Studio to use the programmer. This is needed once-off per microcontroller and is really quick:

1. Make sure you’ve downloaded the latest version of AVRDUDE (see [10] in References). AVRDUDE is a command-line program that allows you to upload code to AVR microcontrollers — more on AVRDUDE in a later article.

2. Under the Tools menu, click on “External Tools…”

3. Click “Add” and enter the following:
   a. Title: Give this configuration a name (e.g., USBTiny ATmega328P).
   b. Command: This is the path to AVRDUDE.exe, including the “AVRDUDE.exe.” On my PC, this reads “D:\AVRDUDE\AVRDUDE.exe.”
   c. Arguments: These need to be typed in carefully. We’ll go into detail at a later stage, but for now (assuming you’re using an ATmega328P

---

Listing 1: Source code for the project.

```c
/*
 * Beyond Arduino 2 - 1 Blink.c
 * Nuts & Volts - Beyond Arduino #2
 * ---------------------------------------------------
 * Blinks an LED on PB0, illustrating register
 * usage and bitwise operations
 * Author: Andrew Retallack
 * www.crash-bang.com
 */
#define F_CPU 16000000UL  //Clock running at 16MHz. Need to define this prior to including
 //"delay.h"
#include <avr/io.h>     //Standard support for AVR I/O registers
#include <util/delay.h>  //Library to handle delays

int main(void)
{
  DDRA = DDRA | (1<<DRA0); //Set RA0 as output - same as pinMode(x, OUTPUT)
  while(1)
  {
    //Turn LED on
    PORTB = PORTB | (1<<PORTB0); //Set PB0 high - same as digitalWrite(x, HIGH)
    _delay_ms(1000);               //Delay for 1 second - same as delay(1000)

    //Turn LED off
    PORTB = PORTB & (~ (1<<PORTB0) ); //Set PB0 low - same as digitalWrite(x, LOW)
    _delay_ms(1000);                 //Delay for 1 second - same as delay(1000)
  }
}
```

---

**FIGURE 10:** Choose Release from the menu bar.
and a USBTiny programmer) type with careful attention to spaces:
```
-c usbtiny -p m328p -v -v -v -U
flash:w:$(ProjectDir)Release$(ItemFileName).hex:I
```
d. Initial Directory: This is the path to AVRDude (e.g., "D:\AVRDude\”).
e. Check “Use Output Window.”

4. Click on OK.

**Figure 11** shows the settings for a USBTiny external programmer.

Once you’ve set up the external programmer, to upload the code simply click on the configuration you’ve created under the Tools menu and the program will be uploaded. Messages will appear in your Output window, and it should end with “avrdude.exe done. Thank you.”

**Step 7: Watch It Blink**

If you’ve found your way through all these steps, disconnect your programmer’s USB cable from your PC and connect a power source. You’ll now see the steady reassuring blink of your LED. Give a long contented sigh!

When you snap out of the LED-induced trance, move on to the next section to see how Atmel Studio understood the code.

**Dissecting the Code**

Let’s wrap up by connecting the earlier discussion on registers and bitwise operations with the actual Atmel Studio code. I’ve added line numbers into the listing to make the lines easier to reference (refer to **Figure 12**).

**Line 13:** `F_CPU` defines the speed that the clock is operating at in Hz. We’ve added six zeros for a value of 16 MHz, as well as a “UL” to specify that the type is an unsigned long. `F_CPU` is commonly used in libraries; for our purposes here, we need it for the `_delay_ms()` function (which resides in the delay.h library).

**Line 15:** This is included by default in new projects, and defines (among others) the “friendly” names for all the registers (ports and pins) we use here (remember registers are actually memory locations). These names are microcontroller-specific of course.

**Line 16:** This is a library of utilities to perform delays. We use the `_delay_ms()` function from this library later in the code.

**Line 19:** Wait! Where have the `setup()` and `loop()` structures gone? Well, there aren’t such things outside of the Arduino IDE; just a `main()` function. Inside the main function, you need to perform all your setup steps before you enter an infinite `while(1)` loop. The `while(1)` is equivalent to the `loop()` structure in the Arduino.

**Line 22:** `DDRx` is a “direction register” for port x — it’s similar to the `pinMode()` function. So, `DDRB` sets the direction for each of the pins on port B. A 1 means an output and a 0 means an input. The `DDB0` refers to pin 0. Left-shifting (<<) a 1 by 0 positions actually leaves the 1 in its original position — i.e., 0b00000001. By ORing this with the `DDRB` register, we are simply setting bit 0 to a 1. In other words, we’re telling the `DDRB` register that pin PB0 is an output. Note that even though the left shift here doesn’t actually shift the bit to the left (as it’s a zero), it’s good practice to use this syntax so as to be unambiguous.

**Line 24:** This `while(1)` infinite loop is the same as the `loop()` function in the Arduino IDE.

**Line 27:** `PORTx` is the
register containing the bits that control the high/low state of the pins on port x — a lower-level version of digitalWrite(). Setting bit 0 in PORTB controls the high/low state of pin PB0; “1” drives the pin high, and “0” drives the pin low. The PORTB0 is a macro that refers to pin 0. In the same way as we set the direction register DDRB, we set bit 0 of the PORTB register to a 1 using the boolean OR operator.

Line 28: Calls a function from the delay.h library, causing the microcontroller to wait for one second. This is equivalent to the delay() function in the Arduino IDE.

Line 31: Here, we clear bit 0 in the PORTB register, setting pin PB0 low.

Line 32: Another delay for a second, before we start all over again.

What’s Your Name?

Hopefully, the above code makes sense. If you were to start a program from scratch, though, how on earth would you know the names of the ports, pins, direction registers, and more? The answer lies in the confusing, often unfathomable datasheet. They’re called datasheets and not information sheets for a good reason. It takes some skill and experience to find what you need in the 500+ pages.

For information on the I/O ports and pins, the place to go is section 14 of the datasheet (for the ATmega328 at least). The overview section covers the naming of the registers, and then goes into detail on how to use them for general input/output functions. I initially found the language difficult to understand, but eventually I started to see patterns and worked out what the authors were trying to get across.

The register and pin names from the datasheet are defined in the “io.h” file that is included by default in all new projects. This is what enables you to refer to them by their datasheet names.

What’s Next?

Whew! We’ve covered a lot of ground in this second article — hopefully enough to get you working on some interesting projects over the course of the next month. We’ve covered the fundamentals of creating simple digital outputs, but I’m sure you’re wondering how to create programs that accept input.

Next month, we’ll dig into handling inputs from users in order to create a more interactive project.

NV
contactor is 1.5 amps at 20°C temperature rise. Socket temperature range is -55°C to +180°C. The socket also features an alignment guide for precise device-to-pin alignment. The specific configuration of the package to be tested in the CBT-QFN-7039 is a QFN, 3x3 mm, 0.5 mm pitch, and 10 positions with a center ground pad. The socket is mounted using supplied hardware on the target printed circuit board (PCB) with no soldering.

To use, place the QFN device into the socket base and lock the double latch socket lid onto the base using the latch. The socket uses a compression wave spring to apply constant downward pressure, enabling the device to be interconnected to the target PCB. This socket can be used for hand test and quick device screening applications with the most stringent requirements.

Pricing for the CBT-QFN-7039 is $552 each, with reduced pricing available depending on quantity required.

For more information, contact:
Ironwood Electronics
Web: www.ironwoodelectronics.com

EDGE-LIT LED GLASS
FLAT PANEL LIGHTING

Super Bright LEDs introduces their new decorative edge-lit LED glass flat panel lighting, which lends itself to new construction applications or for retrofitting existing fluorescent light fixtures. It’s available in round and square versions with edge-lit glass bezel.

Decorative panels can provide both accent, as well as task lighting. Their super-thin flat panel design installs in tight spaces such as finished basement ceilings and around duct work.

These recessed lights have an integral heatsink for cooler running temperatures and a UL-recognized constant current driver for enhanced reliability. They are available in a natural white or warm white color temperature with white housing. They have a 120 degree beam angle.

With an average current draw of 300 mA, these panel light fixtures can provide lighting needed at a fraction of the power cost. Various sizes to choose from include 2 x 4, 2 x 2, and 1 x 2 feet.

COMPACT HIGH FREQUENCY RECEIVER

National RF, Inc., announces the first of several new high frequency and shortwave receivers to be made available in the near future. Designed specifically for the electronic enthusiast and shortwave listener who desires a very unique but highly functional and highly portable shortwave radio, National RF is now offering the 75-NS-3 receiver. The receiver is available as a semi-kit in which the main circuit board is loaded and functionally tested at the National RF facility. The customer is responsible for procuring the enclosure, and must do the drilling and integration of the enclosure to the electronic assembly.

The receiver is designed to cover the 3.5 MHz to 10.7 MHz frequency range, which includes the 80-meter, 60-meter, 40-meter, and 30-meter amateur bands, as well as several international shortwave bands, plus WWV time and frequency standards at 5 and 10 MHz. The procured enclosure is a potted meat can (whose copyrighted name is synonymous with unwanted emails).

For more information, contact:
Super Bright LEDs
Web: www.superbrightleds.com
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while it’s certainly possible to roll your own microcontroller clock with the addition of little more than a clock crystal and some assembly language, in this golden age of inexpensive electronics for DIY, it makes more sense to go with a dedicated add-on device. This article introduces you to the world of timekeeping with just such a module: the popular and inexpensive TinyRTC.

The TinyRTC unit is a complete clock/calendar set to shoulder all of the timekeeping duties within your circuits. It’s readily available from a wide range of suppliers for around six bucks. You’re going to love the TinyRTC’s features:

- Clock/calendar
- 4096 bytes of EEPROM
- 56 bytes of user RAM
- Rechargeable backup battery
- Communicates effortlessly along the I²C bus
- Dedicated pulse output for interrupt applications
When you get right down to it, the TinyRTC is really little more than a breakout board for the DS1307 clock chip and the AT24C32 EEPROM. So, everything described in this article can be applied to those two ICs should you really want to tax your eyes and solder up some surfacemount chips on your own. You can spot the two tiny integrated circuits in Figure 1.

The reverse side (shown in Figure 2) shows the rechargeable lithium-ion battery in its piggyback holder. If it isn’t obvious, this means that the clock continues to keep time even if main power to the circuit is absent. When power is there, the battery is kept fully charged.

It’s pretty clear that the module was originally created with the Arduino crowd in mind. In fact, that community already has libraries available for putting the TinyRTC through its paces. Many people — me included — prefer working from scratch with the PIC for customized minimalist implementations costing far less than the Arduino approach, however. Does that mean we have to start all over again in assembly language? Not at all! I’ll show you how to easily get the TinyRTC up and running on a PIC and — best of all — in the easy-to-use Basic language. Let’s tuck in.

All About the Clock Registers

As mentioned, at the heart of the TinyRTC is the well-known DS1307 chip. Within this IC are eight registers which allow you to set things up and monitor the time and date. Figure 3 gives the details. Though pretty self-explanatory and complete, there are a few points deserving a little extra explanation for newcomers.

The various numbers stored within these registers are in binary-code-decimal (BCD) format, which is particularly handy when printing things out to an LCD, among other things. Recall that in this scheme, a single byte (eight bits) can store a two digit number; the lower nibble specifies the unit’s place, and the higher nibble gives the ten’s place. As it turns out, when referring to time and date, not all of the bits within the higher nibble will be needed.

For example, with minutes and seconds, the greatest number which can occur is 59, meaning that only three bits are required to represent the ten’s place digit.

What about dates? The largest number you’ll have to worry about is 31 — the greatest number of days to appear in a month. In this case, only two bits need to be spent in the higher nibble to represent that ten’s place digit.

| Register 0 | Halt | Seconds: Ten’s | Seconds: Units |
| Register 1 | 0    | Minutes: Tens  | Minutes: Units |
| Register 2 | 0 | Hours: Tens | Hours: Units |
| Register 3 | 0 | 1 | 0 | am | Hours: Tens | Hours: Units |
| Register 4 | 0 | 0 | Date: Tens | Date: Units |
| Register 5 | 0 | 0 | Month: Tens | Month: Units |
| Register 6 | Year: Tens | Year: Units |
| Register 7 | Out | 0 | 0 | SQWE | 0 | 0 | RS1 | RS0 |

When SQWE is high, RS0 and RS1 control the Square Wave output, according to the scheme at the right. Otherwise, when SQWE is low, the output simply follows the value of Out (bit 7).

FIGURE 3.
digit. The TinyRTC takes advantage of any bits not needed for other purposes, or sometimes just locks them to zero. For example, bit 7 of Register 0 is used to turn the clock on or off. If high, then the clock is halted, but if cleared it takes off running.

Register 2 can be used in two different ways as shown in the figure. If its bit 6 is low, then time is represented in 24 hour mode (so-called military time). On the other hand, if bit 6 is set, then time is stored in a 12 hour format. In the latter case, bit 5 tells you if the hour is before or after noon; it’s cleared for the former, or set for the latter.

The other time and date registers should be pretty obvious, so let’s turn to Register 7 which controls the output pin labeled SQW, standing for “square wave.” This pin is brought out on the TinyRTC and can be used in a couple interesting ways. As the figure indicates, if bit 4 is set, then a square wave is generated on the SQW pin. The bits labeled RSO and RSI let you set the frequency at 1 Hz, 4,096 kHz, 8,192 kHz, or 32,768 kHz.

The 1 Hz option is particularly attractive since it could be employed to generate microcontroller interrupts once a second; say, to take a new temperature reading, or just to flash the colon between the hours and minutes of a display. If bit 4 is cleared, then the output pin simply follows the state of bit 7 which gives you software control of SQW. Take a moment to look over the figure one last time. While it might appear mysterious at first blush, you’ll find yourself at home with it quite soon.

Bring On the Memory

As mentioned earlier, the TinyRTC gives you access to 56 bytes of general-purpose RAM within the DS1307 chip; you can use this any way you want. The addresses follow immediately after the registers described previously. So, RAM lives at locations 8 through 63.

We normally think of RAM as temporary memory. Thanks to the backup battery, however, it now becomes nonvolatile — at least as long as you keep the cell in place.

The AT24C32 IC provides 4096 bytes of genuine nonvolatile EEPROM storage. This might prove useful for such things as storing messages to be displayed on an LCD at times directed by the clock (birthdays, appointments, warnings, etc.) or perhaps for logging data from outboard sensors (light, temperature, humidity, and so forth). In any event, the RAM and EEPROM are there for the taking, so feel free to drink deeply of them.

Start Commanding the Module

Both the DS1307 and AT24C32 chips on the TinyRTC module are I'C devices. If you’ve played with this synchronous communication scheme before, then you’ll know that the two lines called SCL and SDA (clock and data, respectively) must have pull-up resistors on them. The TinyRTC includes these. Even though both chips are hanging on the SCL and SDA lines, only one set of pull-ups is required.

I hope I haven’t frightened you with the mention of I'C — a scheme that seems daunting at first. For, in fact, the software library put together especially for this article takes all of the wailing and gnashing of teeth out of it! A handful of higher level commands is all you need to start doing something useful at once. Let’s see what they look like. The software to drive the TinyRTC has been written in Great Cow Basic. This is an amazingly full-featured, powerful, yet easy-to-use compiler. Best of all, it’s open source and absolutely free of charge. You can download it from gcbasic.sourceforge.net. You can fetch this article’s source code from the article link.

Apart from the four demonstration programs that we’ll get to in just a moment, there are two other files of note. These are general-purpose include files which add I'C and TinyRTC commands to the Great Cow Basic compiler. They’re titled “I2C-Alt.h” and “TinyRTC.h,” respectively. (Be sure to view the “ReadMeFirst.txt” file for any updates). Actually, the I'C stuff will be invisible to you, and is required only by the TinyRTC file. Of course, you’re certainly welcome to dip into whatever’s there should you wish to modify the TinyRTC commands or create new ones which occur to you. That’s the beauty of open source software.

So, what are these high level commands? Figure 4 lists them. These should all make a great deal of sense. There are commands to set the time, read the date, set the SQW output frequency, read and write to the EEPROM, and so forth. To cut down on confusion in the figure, the parameters aren’t shown. Instead, if you head
to the *include* source file “TinyRTC.h,” you will find a very thorough description of what each command does and what parameters are required. The code itself is completely commented from top to bottom should you wish to learn how it all works.

Incidentally, Great Cow Basic has a very rich set of string commands, and it’s a snap to read or write not only bytes to EEPROM, but also entire strings or arrays. Slick!

**Time for Some Experiments**

Enough of this palaver. Let’s head straight to the lab and start doing something on the breadboard. I’ve put together four experiments you can try right away. **Figure 5** shows the schematic for everything. The source files for each experiment are also at the article link. As usual, the code is heavily documented, so take time to read over the comments to learn even more about how this remarkable module can be harnessed.

Back to the schematic. Apart from the TinyRTC, there’s absolutely nothing exotic appearing here. In fact, you probably have all of the required parts in your lab right now; everything is completely generic. The entire affair can be breadboarded in under 15 minutes, yet reveals just about every aspect of the TinyRTC. Before starting, do take the usual precaution of double-checking the power connections (+5V and ground) to both the clock module, as well as the PIC.

Incidentally, I used the common and inexpensive PIC16F88, but Great Cow Basic makes it a snap to change over to some other PIC if you prefer. The I2C routines at the heart of this are software in nature (“bit-banging”) and so will work on most any pin of most any PIC.

In Experiment #1, you’ll learn how to read from and write to the RAM one byte at a time. The LCD actually displays the instructions, so go ahead; run it and see for yourself. Experiment #2 is similar, but now communicates with the EEPROM; again, one byte at a time. In Experiment #3, you’ll write an entire string to EEPROM in one fell swoop.

Finally, Experiment #4 is the one you’ve been waiting for: a complete clock project. You can set the date and time, and it takes off in perpetuity, with the LED blinking once per second. Even if you disassemble the breadboard and set the TinyRTC back up on the shelf, it still keeps time thanks to the lithium-ion battery.

One last thing before turning you loose to design your own custom applications. It’s only natural to wonder about the accuracy in a time-keeping device. The DS1307 within the TinyRTC is reasonably well-suited to many common applications. I find mine loses about three seconds a day. Naturally, this changes according to temperature and who knows what else — even under crystal control. If this concerns you overly, then you’ll be interested to know there is a TinyRTC clone featuring the DS3231, which contains an integrated temperature compensated crystal. (The EEPROM remains the same). While considerably more accurate, it’s still backwards compatible with the TinyRTC *include* files and programs of this article.

So, get tick-tocking on your PIC today ...
One of the first experiments people learning about microcontrollers usually perform is how to control an LED. Typically, they hook up an LED in series with a current-limiting resistor, connect it to an output pin, and write some simple software to make it blink. The Arduino blink sketch shown below is an example:

```cpp
int led = 13;

// the setup routine runs once before the loop() function
void setup() {
    // initialize the digital pin as an output.
    pinMode(led, OUTPUT);
}

// the loop routine runs over and over again forever:
void loop() {
    digitalWrite(led, HIGH); // turn the LED on (HIGH is the voltage level)
    delay(1000); // wait for a second
    digitalWrite(led, LOW); // turn the LED off by making the voltage LOW
    delay(1000); // wait for a second
}
```

On Arduinos, there is an LED and current-limiting resistor on board already (and connected to pin 13), so there is nothing really to hook up for this first experiment. Once this sketch is downloaded onto your Arduino, you should see the onboard LED blink on and off until power is removed.

As you might expect, the thrill of watching the LED blink wears off pretty quickly. Next, people might want to try and control the brightness of an LED with software.

The following Arduino fade sketch causes the LED connected to pin 9 through, say, a 470 ohm resistor to ground, to go from off to full brightness and then back down, over and over:
int led = 9; // the pin that the LED is attached to  
int brightness = 0; // how bright the LED is  
int fadeAmount = 5; // how many points to fade the LED by

// the setup routine runs once before the loop() function
void setup() {  
  // declare pin 9 to be an output:  
  pinMode(led, OUTPUT);  
}

// the loop routine runs over and over again forever:  
void loop() {  
  // set the brightness of pin 9:  
  analogWrite(led, brightness);  
  
  // change the brightness for next time through the loop:  
  brightness = brightness + fadeAmount;  
  
  // reverse the direction of the fading at the ends of the fade:  
  if (brightness == 0 || brightness == 255) {  
    fadeAmount = -fadeAmount;  
  }  
  
  // wait for 30 milliseconds to see the dimming effect  
  delay(30);  
}

In this sketch, an analogWrite statement is used to control LED brightness instead of the digitalWrite command used to turn the LED off and on as in the previous sketch. Brightness control works using a combination of persistence of vision coupled with Pulse Width Modulation, or PWM for short.

Persistence of vision is an effect where our eyes and brain hold onto an image we see for approximately 1/25th of a second before it fades away. We all experience this effect at the movies where we fail to notice that a motion picture screen is actually dark about half the time. Motion pictures project one new frame every 1/24th of a second. Each frame is shown three times during this period. Our eyes retain the image of each frame long enough to give us the illusion of smooth motion. How does this relate to LED brightness? Glad you asked.

An LED — being a semiconductor device — can be switched on and off very quickly. An LED is at full brightness when it is on all of the time over a fixed period of time. If the LED is only on half of the same time period (and off the other half of the time period) and the time period is very short, it will appear approximately half as bright. Now, if this switching happens at a fast enough rate, our persistence of vision will not perceive the LED as being turned on and off or flickering, but will perceive it as being on at some brightness level.

PWM divides up the periodic time period into intervals based on the resolution of the hardware. On most eight-bit microcontrollers, eight-bit PWM is supported. This means that there are 256 unique durations from always off to always on. Duty cycle is defined as the ratio of on to off times. A PWM output that is on half of the time has a 50% duty cycle.

Figure 1 illustrates various duty cycles of a PWM output. The green lines in this figure show the periodic nature of the PWM output. If a PWM output is used to control LED brightness, the frequency of the PWM output becomes important. Flickering of the LED will be visible if the PWM frequency is too low. Most — if not all — microcontrollers allow the frequency of their PWM outputs to be configured.

The analogWrite function in the previous sketch sets how long the PWM output connected to the LED is on; analogWrite(0) means the output is never on and the LED is dark; analogWrite(255) means the PWM output is always on, so the LED is at full brightness. Values between 0 and 255 determine the relative brightness of the connected LED.

We should quickly say a few words about current limiting with LEDs. Current limiting is important to protect both the digital output of the controller driving the LED and the LED itself from burning out. To figure out the value of a current-limiting resistor to use with an LED requires three pieces of information. First, the supply voltage used to drive the LED (Vs); second, the current (I) you want to operate your LED at; and third, the forward voltage (Vf) drop of the LED. Forward voltage varies by the color of the LED. A red LED typically drops 1.8 volts whereas a blue LED may drop 3.3 volts.

As an example, assume our supply voltage is five...
volts; assume we want 20 mA (0.02 amps) of current for the LED, and the voltage drop across the LED is 1.8 volts. Using Ohm’s Law, we can calculate the required resistance with the formula:

\[
R = \frac{(V_s - V_f)}{I}
\]

which works out to be around 160 ohms. If the resistor value you calculate turns out not to be a standard value, pick the next larger value to be safe.

Okay, so now we see how the brightness of an LED can be controlled using PWM. With this information, you could control the brightness of a red, green, blue, or any single color LED with software. What if you want variable color output from an LED? In this case, you would probably choose an RGB LED for this purpose. RGB LEDs actually contain red, green, and blue LEDs internally. This means three PWM channels would need to be used to control the brightness and the color of a single RGB LED. By varying the duty cycle of each of the LEDs inside the RGB LED, many color combinations are possible. If eight-bit PWM is used on all three channels driving an RGB LED, there are theoretically 256 x 256 x 256, or over 16 million possible color combinations. Research has shown the human eye can discern approximately seven million unique colors.

On most Arduino boards (those with the ATmega168 or ATmega328), PWM is available on pins 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11. On the Arduino Mega, it works on pins 2-13 and 44-46. Older Arduino boards with an ATmega8 only support PWM on pins 9, 10, and 11. On the Teensy 3.1 microcontroller that I typically use, PWM is available on pins 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, and 32.

So, as you can see, on typical microcontrollers there are only a small number of PWM outputs available for driving LEDs. If you only want to drive single color LEDs, you may be okay, but if you want to drive a large number of RGB LEDs the outlook is bleak.

There are many options available for driving larger numbers of LEDs using hardware external to but controlled by a microcontroller. If you search the Internet, you will see many examples. Many designs use 74HC595 shift register chips to drive the LEDs, but my current solution of choice is the Adafruit 24-channel 12-bit PWM LED driver with SPI interface (product #1429; available for $14.95). With its 24 channels, you can control 24 single color LEDs or eight RGB LEDs with the added advantage of 12-bit PWM, giving finer grain control than the eight-bit PWM described previously.

An additional advantage is that each PWM output provides constant current, so current-limiting resistors are unnecessary. In fact, one resistor on this driver board controls the current through all channels which is set at the factory to 15 mA. Up to 30 mA of drive current per channel is possible by changing the resistor.

NOTE: This device is a current sink. It sinks current to ground; it cannot source current.

The Adafruit device is really just a breakout board for the TLC5947 controller chip from TI. This breakout board makes all of the TLC5947 signals available in an easy-to-use configuration without having to deal with surface-mount components.

The TLC5947 chip is a cascadable shift register with built-in PWM counters and PWM
oscillator. Since each output requires 12 bits of information to control its PWM hardware, a total of 288 bits or 36 bytes of data must be streamed into the chip via SPI to control its 24 PWM outputs. (More on how to control the TLC5947 chip in the software section).

For many of my projects, a single Adafruit driver board still doesn’t have enough outputs to drive large numbers of RGB LEDs. I recently purchased some 8x8 RGB LED matrices for use in a project. Think about it. This is a matrix of 64 RGB LEDs which equates to 64 x 3, or 192 individual LEDs needing PWM control.

There were two ways to go about this project. Purchase and connect eight of these boards together somehow so each board controls one row of the display for a total driver cost of $119.60. Or, use one of these boards, eight cheap P channel power MOSFETs and some clever software to control the entire display.

Being frugal, I chose the latter. In the discussion to follow, I will show you how to use multiplexing of the LED driver to accomplish this feat.

**Multiplexing**

Multiplexing is a term from the telecom industry which meant to combine multiple channels of data onto a single medium for transmission. Multiplexing reduces the cost of hardware, and because of a reduced parts count increases reliability.

Multiplexing many channels of data onto a single medium required that each channel of data be given its own time slot. This is referred to as TDM, or Time Domain Multiplexing. We can use this same technique for controlling our LED matrix by assigning each row of the display a different time slot for update. If we update each row of RGB LEDs fast enough, persistence of vision will make it appear that each LED is individually controlled.

I designed some hardware to demonstrate control of an 8x8 RGB LED matrix using multiplexing. The hardware is shown in Figure 2 and the hardware’s schematic is shown in Figure 3.

**The Demonstration Hardware**

The 8x8 RGB LED matrix I will control is of the common anode variety. What this means is that each row of the display has the anodes of each red, green, and blue LED connected together (see Figure 4). The cathodes of each column of the same color LEDs are also connected together and brought out to pins on the matrix. By applying a current source to a specific row pin and a current sink to a specific cathode pin, a single color LED can be illuminated.

I tested the LED matrix I built into the demonstration hardware using a nine volt battery and a 1K ohm resistor by connecting the + side of the battery through the resistor to a row pin, and connecting the - side of the battery to the various column pins. As you move the battery connection from one column pin to another, you will see the LEDs change color.

As mentioned, in the demonstration hardware, P channel MOSFETs are used as the current source for each row of the matrix. The current flowing from the drain of the device into the row of LEDs is controlled by the

![FIGURE 3. Demonstration hardware schematic.](image-url)
voltage applied to the gate of the MOSFET. As wired, current flows to the LEDs in the row if the gate is driven low by the Teensy 3.1 controller. If the gate is pulled up to the voltage at the MOSFET's source pin, current flow stops. Each row MOSFET is connected to a different pin on the Teensy so that each can be individually controlled.

The current sink side of the equation is handled by the TLC5947 chip on the Adafruit board. The 24 PWM channels provided by the chip are connected to the 24 color column pins of the LED matrix. The data used to control the PWM outputs is streamed serially into the TLC5947 chip via the SPI interface on the Teensy controller. A data and a clock line are used to move the data which flows in one direction only.

Two other signals are needed for control of the TLC5947 chip. The first is labeled /OE on the Adafruit board, but called BLANK on the chip itself. When BLANK is high, all of the PWM channels stop sinking current and the chip's internal PWM counters are reset to zero. When BLANK goes back low, the current sinks are enabled and the PWM counters start counting.

The second control signal is labeled LAT on the Adafruit board but called XLAT on the chip. The rising edge of this signal causes the data contained in the TLC5947's shift register (loaded via SPI) to be transferred to the individual PWM counters backing each output pin.

I used a Teensy 3.1 controller from pjrc.com for controlling the hardware. It has plenty of RAM and Flash memory for coding up any kind of display patterns you can envision. The Teensy is Arduino compatible via the Teensyduino software available at the website.

The hardware works as follows (under control of the software which will be described next): Data for a row of LEDs is moved from the controller to the TLC5947 chip using SPI. The data is latched into the chip on the rising edge of XLAT, and then the appropriate row select output is brought low to enable the LEDs in the row. Next, the BLANK line is driven low which causes the PWM counters to start and the LEDs in the selected row to illuminate. After a precise period of time, data for the next row is loaded and the whole process repeats indefinitely.

The Demonstration Software

The software running on the Teensy 3.1 controller is what makes multiplexing of the LED matrix possible. Multiplexing makes the hardware simpler, but the software more complex. The demonstration software sketch is available at the article link if you would like to duplicate what I have done or use pieces of the software in projects of your own. The sketch requires the TimerOne and the spi4teen.sys libraries to be available in your Arduino build environment. Please refer to the LEDMatrix8x8.ino sketch for the discussion that follows.

The first order of business in the sketch is to define the control signals/pins of the Teensy controller which will control the TLC5947 chip. The assignments are as follows:

```
// PWM driver control pins
#define LATCH_PIN  9
#define BLANK_PIN 10

// LED Matrix row select pins
#define ROW0_PIN  16
#define ROW1_PIN  17
#define ROW2_PIN  18
#define ROW3_PIN  19
#define ROW4_PIN  20
#define ROW5_PIN  21
#define ROW6_PIN  22
#define ROW7_PIN  23
```

An interrupt on the Teensy 3.1 controller is used to generate the precise timing required to make multiplexing work. The three values below define interrupt timing:

```
// Interrupt period calculations
#define DATA_XFER_TIME_USEC     13
#define ROW_DISPLAY_TIME_USEC 1024

#define INTERRUPT_TIME_USEC (DATA_XFER_TIME_USEC + ROW_DISPLAY_TIME_USEC)
```

DATA_XFER_TIME_USEC is the time in microseconds it takes for the spi4teen.sys library to transfer 36 bytes of row data from the Teensy running at 96 MHz to the TLC5947. The ROW_DISPLAY_TIME_USEC is a little more...
difficult to describe. It is the time it takes the TLC5947 PWM counters to count from zero to 4095, thereby completing the 12-bit PWM cycle. The PWM oscillator internal to the TLC5947 runs at 4 MHz under normal operating conditions. The period of the 4 MHz oscillator times 4,096 equals 1,024 microseconds.

Since both of these processes must occur for every row of the LED matrix data, the total time between interrupts is their sum. The TimerOne library is used to cause a periodic interrupt at this frequency.

Finally, we define the frame buffer which contains the data used to drive the complete LED matrix:

```c
// Frame buffer definition
#define NUMBER_OF_ROWS 8
#define BYTES_PER_ROW 36

// Frame buffer is 2D array of bytes
byte frameBuffer[NUMBER_OF_ROWS][BYTES_PER_ROW];
```

Foreground code in a sketch would put data into the frame buffer that represents the pattern to be displayed, and the background code contained in the interrupt service routine (ISR) moves the data from the frame buffer to the hardware continuously. The LED matrix is updated around 122 times per second by the ISR.

From the foreground’s code perspective, it just sets pixels to specific colors and these colors magically appear on the LED matrix. It is not necessary to call any kind of show function to force a display update; it all happens automatically and in real time.

With this understanding, most of the code in the sketch should now be self-explanatory. As a demo, I coded a scrolling “Nuts and Volts” text message and a swirling rainbow pattern which alternate. If you build the demonstration hardware and run this sketch, you will see a bright vibrant display without any flicker whatsoever.

**Going Further Yet**

The demonstration hardware can control 64 RGB LEDs or 192 single color LEDs. If this is still insufficient, it should be possible to add up to eight additional rows of LEDs. It is also possible to chain TLC5947 chips. Sixteen rows of LEDs combined with two TLC chips would bring the total RGB LED count to 256 with a refresh rate of approximately 60 frames per second. Not too shabby for such a small amount of hardware. **NV**
The RN4020 PICtail Plus BLE

Bluetooth has morphed yet again, and it seems that everybody wants Bluetooth on their iPhone or Android phone. These days, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE or BTLE) is the new "must have" control and monitoring medium. The new crop of BLE radios are (as a whole) easy to use. Most every manufacturer’s BLE radio entry has an associated firmware API (Application Interface). Many of the new BLE platforms employ simpler data interfaces which are based on good old RS-232. The iPhone and Android application creation barriers that have for too long impeded interactive BLE control are falling like hot rocks from a caveman’s hands. In this edition of the Design Cycle, we will take a look at the latest BLE offering from Microchip.

RN4020

The Microchip RN4020 is a qualified and certified Bluetooth 4.1 radio module. The RN4020 takes its instructions via ASCII commands over a UART connection. Everything the RN4020 needs to transmit and receive is packed in under the module’s shield. There are also under-the-hood provisions for analog and digital I/O. In that the RN4020 can operate alone under control of its internal scripting engine, a resource-rich microcontroller is not required to assist the RN4020. A pair of connected RN4020s is perfectly capable of taking care of themselves with little or no help from outsiders.

Bringing Up Baby

You are reading this column, which means you are also perfectly capable of reading the RN4020 datasheet. So, instead of spouting RN4020 technical specifications and I/O capabilities, let’s discuss the RN4020 in the languages of ASCII and C. Our RN4020 hardware will be represented by the Microchip RN4020 PICtail which you can see under the lights in Photo 1.

BLE radios split up as centrals and peripherals. The peripheral radio advertises its connection status, while the central radio starts the connection process. When a pair of BLE radios connect, the next thing they do is bond. Once the radios have bonded, security items are saved and used for the next connection between the two devices. Bonded radios cannot cheat and connect to other devices.

Controlling the RN4020

Figure 1 is a skeletal pinout of the RN4020 BLE radio module. The WAKE_SW, CMD/MLDP, and WAKE_HW pins are responsible for initiating RN4020 state changes. The status of the RN4020 is reported by three output pins (PIO1, PIO2, PIO3). Let’s check out the various RN4020 states and their consequences beginning with the WAKE_SW pin.

The WAKE_SW pin (pin 7) controls the RN4020 operating state. When WAKE_SW is forced logically high, the RN4020 wakes up and enters Active mode. After being roused, the RN4020 will send “CMD” to the UART.
This signals that the RN4020 is in Command mode and ready to service commands coming in via the UART. When the WAKE_SW pin is returned to a logically low condition, Command mode is exited and “END” is sent to the UART. The RN4020 will then enter Deep Sleep mode. The MLDP_EV pin (pin 11) goes logically low to indicate Deep Sleep Mode. If the UART baud rate is set for 2400 bps, the UART is always accessible and the WAKE_SW pin does not need to be forced logically high to wake the RN4020.

The CMD/MLDP pin (pin 8) is used to control the RN4020 when the radio module is using the MLDP serial data service. Forcing the CMD/MLDP pin logically high puts the RN4020 into MLDP mode. In MLDP mode, all data from the UART is sent to the peer device as a datastream. This mode is useful for wire replacement applications. Setting the CMD/MLDP pin logically low will force an exit of MLDP mode, then the RN4020 returns to Command mode and sends “CMD” to the UART.

If the RN4020 is in Dormant mode, taking the WAKE_HW pin (pin 15) logically high will power up the RN4020. Following the power-up sequence, the RN4020 can be instructed to perform a factory reset. The factory reset is kicked off by flipping the WAKE_HW pin logically high, logically high, logically high three times within five seconds. If the WAKE_SW pin is logically high during a factory reset operation, a complete factory reset is performed. If the WAKE_SW pin is logically low during the factory reset, a partial factory reset is performed. A partial factory reset preserves the device name, private service, and scripts. A private service is any data link configuration that is not a registered Bluetooth service. For instance, Microchip’s MLDP is a private service.

Pin PIO1 defaults to the CONNECTION LED pin and will present a logical high when the RN4020 is connected to a peer device. The MLDP_EV pin is used as an indicator in MLDP mode, and will go logically high when the RN4020 must output a status to the UART or requests a response from the host MCU. Active mode is indicated by driving the WS pin logically high.

**The RN4020 PICtail Plus Board**

The business end of the RN4020 PICtail is exposed in Photo 1. As you can see, all of the RN4020’s I/O pins are accessible via a set of pads surrounding the radio module. The RN4020 PICtail also includes an onboard 3.3 volt voltage regulator, a user pushbutton, three status LEDs, an ICSP interface (J7), and an interface selection jumper (J1).

When jumper J1 is installed, the RN4020 PICtail’s edge connector interface is active. The edge connector mates with the Microchip Explorer 16 development board or any other dev board that supports the PICtail or PICtail Plus footprint. If the jumper at J1 is not installed, the
PICtail falls under the control of a USB-endowed PIC18LF25K50. The PIC18LF25K50 is shown in Photo 2, which is a shot of the other side of the RN4020 PICtail printed circuit board (PCB).

Schematic 1 tells us that the PIC18LF25K50 is acting as a USB CDC interface that logically links its USB portal with its UART component. The PIC’s USB portal is intended to connect to a PC host USB port, while the PIC’s UART is aimed at the RN4020’s UART interface. This arrangement allows us to communicate with the RN4020 via a simple terminal emulator like Tera Term Pro. In addition to the CDC code, the PIC18LF25K50 is loaded with microcode that exposes an optional PIC18 command shell that allows us to use a terminal emulator to manipulate the PIC’s I/O pins.

What’s Better than an RN4020 PICtail Plus Board?

Two RN4020 PICtail Plus boards! Now that we have a basic knowledge of BLE and the RN4020, let’s put those back-side USB portals to work and check out what it takes to build an RN4020 BLE link.

The RN4020 PICtail comes ready to rock at 115200 bps. A proper USB cable is also packed with your new RN4020 PICtail. Upon plugging in a brand new RN4020 PICtail and kicking off a Tera Term Pro terminal session, I was facing a blank terminal emulator window. So, just to see if the RN4020 was really there, I issued a Reboot command (R,1 – Enter). The results are shown in Screenshot 1. The next thing we should do here is make it a bit easier to see what we’re doing. We can do this by simply entering “+” and hitting Enter. Screenshot 2 assures
that our simple command was executed.

I issued the D command to obtain the contents of the Tera Term Pro and serial I/O monitor windows you see in Screenshot 3. Both of the RN4020s have been rebooted and reset to default factory settings. At this point, both RN4020 PICtails have the WAKE LED illuminated. As you’ve probably already figured out, we have a couple of RN4020 PICtails and there is a BLE link in our future.

Note that both of our RN4020 PICtails are unconnected/unbounded peripheral devices. To form a BLE link, we will need to configure one of these RN4020s as a central. Let’s make the radio attached to the CCS C compiler serial I/O monitor the central; we’ll call it “Central.” To make that name stick, we must issue the command $,Central. Let’s make the RN4020 attached to Tera Term Pro the peripheral and call it “Peripheral.” Our work is checked in Screenshot 4.

Now, let’s turn our attention to the central BLE radio which really isn’t configured to be the central yet. Let’s draw the king’s sword and knight the RN4020 attached to the serial I/O monitor. In our case, the king’s sword is the SR (Set Features) command. The argument of the SR command is a 32-bit bit mask. Here’s the lowdown:

- 0x80000000 – Start the connection as a central
- 0x10000000 – Support MLDP
- 0x02000000 – Enable UART Flow Control

So, our command to create a central that supports MLDP with UART flow control is SR,92000000. A reboot (R,1) is required following the SR command. We can leave the Server Services (command SS) alone for now as its default argument of 0x80000000 is quite alright for us.

We now have a central. So, let’s configure the RN4020 attached to Tera Term Pro as the peripheral. As
you would imagine, the command sequence to produce a peripheral pawn is very similar to that of the central. The bit mask forms up like this:

- 0x20000000 – Auto Advertise
- 0x10000000 – Support MLDP
- 0x02000000 – Enable UART Flow Control

The command SR,32000000 plus a reboot will enable our peripheral RN4020. Since only politicians say “trust me,” I’d rather produce the real proof like what you see in Screenshot 5.

We are ready to attempt a connection. The central is set up to scan for advertisements from the peripheral on command. The peripheral knows to start advertising on power-up. With that, we should be able to issue the F (Start Scanning) command at the central and locate the advertising peripheral RN4020 node. According to Screenshot 6, we found an RN4020 peripheral node. A peek at the BTA (Bluetooth Address) tells us that this is our peripheral node, which again is called Peripheral. The BTA is also referred to as the MAC address. To stop the scanning, we issue the X (Stop Scan) command which is obscured by an AOK response in Screenshot 6.

Once the scanning has ceased, we can proceed to connect to Peripheral by issuing the E (Establish Connection) command. The E command syntax is also overwritten in Screenshot 7. So, here’s what was entered in the serial I/O monitor terminal emulator window:

```
E,0,001EC01B279F
```

The zero following the command identifies the following MAC address as public instead of random. The WAKE and CONN LEDs on both the central and peripheral RN4020 nodes are illuminated. Now what?

Since we don’t have an application in place, this is a good time to test drive MLDP. We can invoke MLDP mode by simply entering the command I at the central. Once MLDP mode is active, the peripheral will acknowledge the mode change and follow the lead of the central. Messages can then be sent between the nodes in streams as shown in Screenshot 8. The central message welcomes the peripheral to MLDP. The peripheral RN4020 must have some kin folk in Tennessee. The peripheral’s answer is straight out of the Grand Ole Opry and Minnie Pearl’s mouth.

**RN4020 How-To**

To continue on with the RN4020, you will need to have some BLE 4.0 devices available to you. Microchip has provided demo code for both BLE-equipped Android devices and their associated PIC-based peripherals. However, you already have enough to get started on your own.

For instance, you can use the CCS C compiler to help you. Let’s “wake up” the RN4020:

```
output_high(PIN_WAKESW);
```

Now that the RN4020 is awake, let’s perform a factory reset and give the RN4020 some time to get its act together:
printf("SF,2\r\n");
delay_ms(500);

We’ll make this RN4020 node the central. Before we make that official, let’s give it an appropriate name:

printf("S-,IamCentral\r\n");

Okay. Now, let’s sign the papers that declare this RN4020 node a central, give it MLDP powers, and UART flow control support:

printf("S-,92000000\r\n");

Don’t forget to reboot:

printf("R,1\r\n");

I think you get the idea. Using the RN4020 PICtail, you can “emulate” all of the actual embedded commands that you would issue using a PIC. You can retrieve messages from the RN4020 using either a polling method or interrupt routine. If you only need to capture single character sequences, the CCS C compiler’s `kbhit` function can be used in your RS-232 receive routines.

For those applications where you can’t afford to miss a character or the characters are coming in while you’re out plowing the North 40, this code might be useful:

```c
#define USART_RX_BUFFER_SIZE  256
#define USART_RX_BUFFER_MASK ( USART_RX_BUFFER_SIZE - 1 )
unsigned int8 USART_RxBuf[USART_RX_BUFFER_SIZE];
unsigned int8 USART_RxHead,USART_RxTail;

#define INT_RDA
void  RDA_isr(void)
{
    unsigned char data;
    unsigned char tmphead;
    //read the received data
    data = getc();
    //calculate buffer index
    tmphead = ( USART_RxHead + 1 ) & USART_RX_BUFFER_MASK;
    //store new index
    USART_RxHead = tmphead;
    //handle buffer overrun
    if ( tmphead == USART_RxTail )
    {
        CREN = 0;
        CREN = 1;
        USART_RxTail = 0x00;
        USART_RxHead = 0x00;
    }
    // store received data in buffer
    USART_RxBuf[tmphead] = data;
}
```
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**Screenshot 7.** We are connected!!

**Screenshot 8.** These messages were generated by typing into the terminal emulator window. The central sent a welcome message and the peripheral replied in the fashion of Minnie Pearl.
/** RETRIEVE A CHARACTER FROM USART */
unsigned int8 recvchar(void)
{
    unsigned char tmptail;
    /* wait for incomming data */
    while ( USART_RxHead == USART_RxTail );
    /* calculate buffer index */
    tmptail = ( USART_RxTail + 1 ) & USART_RX_BUFFER_MASK;
    USART_RxTail = tmptail;
    /* store new index */

    return USART_RxBuf[tmptail];
    /* return data */
}

/** CHECK FOR CHARACTER IN RING BUFFER */
unsigned int8 CharInQueue(void)
{
    return(USART_RxHead != USART_RxTail);
}

The interrupt code I’ve listed can buffer up to 256 incoming characters at 115200 bps. To check for a character in the buffer, call the CharInQueue function. If the CharInQueue function returns a TRUE, use the recvchar function to remove a byte from the buffer. Assign a UART to the interrupt routine using the #use RS232 preprocessor:

#use rs232(baud=115200,parity=N, xmit=PIN_C6,rcv=PIN_C7,bits=8)

The RN4020 PICtail is a great way to get started with your own scratch design. In addition to the edge connector, you can get at the RN4020 using the PICtail’s male header pins.

This makes the RN4020 available to you via a perfboard, which makes it super easy to add the RN4020 to your Design Cycle. N
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3D Printed Custom Storage Boxes

I've found many uses for my da Vinci 3D printer, but recently saw a design on Thingiverse.com that piqued my interest. It was a small storage box with drawers (refer to Figure 1). Since then, I've seen many different storage boxes for electronics including pill boxes and large plastic cases with drawers, but one thing was always wrong with them. Either they didn't fit all the parts I had or they required lots of inserts to make the drawers fit the parts. Why couldn't someone just design a box especially for electronic components?

With my 3D printer, I realized I could.

I started with a design from Thingiverse.com and imported it into Tinkercad design software (which is free at Tinkercad.com). I then went to work making drawers that fit what I wanted. My thought was to make a box to contain all the parts for one design. Then, when I want to build that design, I could just pull out the box and go to work.

The first box I created held leaded devices like resistors and capacitors, but it could just have easily held strips of surface-mount components. The difference was it took up way less space and I could print any arrangement I wanted. Because the boxes were so small, I could glue them together for even more customization. I had one larger parts drawer that I purchased at Home Depot and stored all the parts to build a few Microchip PIC based CHIPINO modules, but the size was far larger than I needed. So, I decided to create custom drawers that could hold everything from the circuit board all the way down to the individual LEDs and 1/8 watt resistors. When I was done, it saved an incredible amount of space.

The purple box shown in Figure 2 contained four different drawer layouts. I was able to fit enough...
components in the drawers for at least five CHIPINO modules.

Figure 3 shows some of the drawers. One held just the circuit board, while the larger 28-pin PIC16F886 and 28-pin DIP sockets were in a separate drawer that was divided into two sections. I then made a four-section drawer that held some of the larger components. The final two drawers had five sections each to hold resistors, diodes, regulators, capacitors, and many other parts. In the end, all the parts were contained in one small box with five drawers.

The other advantage to this setup was I could customize the box for more drawers or wider drawers as needed because I owned the files and could print anything I needed on my printer.

I could also use a little super glue (or better yet, acetone) to fuse the boxes together to make my own custom size set of drawers. If I need one large drawer, I could do that too. If I need a handy way to carry the boxes instead of gluing them together, I can get a wood case like the one in Figure 4 that I picked up from Michael's craft store for $4. It has handles on the side for carrying, and large openings for drawers. I 3D printed some large drawers that fit the bottom row and then put the small box of drawers in the upper slots. This way, I could keep designs stored away in an organized manner, rather than just components.

This is only limited by your imagination because you can customize the storage boxes any way you want once you have a 3D printer.

Another option is to 3D print the part number in the bottom of the box. That way, when the slot is empty, you know exactly what was in there. You could just put a paper note or sticker in the bottom instead, but 3D printing the part number is free and it will never get lost.

Now, add to this all the screws, nuts, and stand-offs you may have in your collection of electronic components. If we used those large box drawers for all the various components, we'd have more boxes than space. Because of that, I have all the hardware collected in one drawer. Then, I have to sort through it to find the part I need.

Being able to quickly build a custom drawer size that is much smaller allows me to organize the various hardware and take up less space.
I can also use different color plastics to make the drawers and boxes. Red can be resistors, blue for capacitors, black for hardware, etc. The options are endless.

I've gotten to the point where I spend half my time sorting through all the various storage containers and boxes that hold my large collection of electronic parts rather than building electronic projects. So, over time, I hope to 3D print a whole new storage system for my lab. It should take up a whole lot less space.

I put my original drawer design up on my Thingiverse account so anybody can download the files and print them. I also made the designs public on Tinkercad so anybody can modify them to fit their specific needs.

I have a YouTube video showing other 3D print projects. You can see them at www.youtube.com/user/beginnerelectronics.

If you have a 3D printer question or project idea, send me an email at chuck@elproducts.com and I'll try to help. NV

Resources

Check out my website and blog:
www.elproducts.com

Check out my YouTube Channel:
www.youtube.com/user/beginnerelectronics

Check out my 3D designs:
www.thingiverse.com/elproducts/designs

Tinkercad:
www.tinkercad.com

da Vinci 3D:
us.xyzPrinting.com

da Vinci Forums:
www.solidforum.com
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CubeSats — Part 3: Attitude and Velocity

What’s available for CubeSats is just amazing. I looked into them several years ago and didn’t see nearly as much as I do today. From reader’s comments, I’ve learned that there are even CubeSat materials being developed every month. CubeSats are going to open the solar system to DIY space exploration within our lifetime. So, this month, let’s learn about some toys that permit CubeSats to control their attitude and velocity.

Spacecraft Attitude

Attitude refers to the orientation of a spacecraft in space. The first spacecraft, Sputnik 1 didn’t maintain an attitude at all; it just tumbled as it orbited earth. Some spacecraft, on the other hand, were intentionally spun during launch like America’s Explorer 1. The spin imparted an angular momentum that prevented the spacecraft from tumbling.

Some spacecraft maintained their attitude in three axes using systems like thrusters (this is called three-axis stabilization). Examples of three-axis stabilized spacecraft include the Voyager 1 and Voyager 2.

Methods to maintain stabilization are only half the story, however. A spacecraft must first determine its orientation in space. Although this article has broken these systems into two parts — attitude control and attitude determination — satellites combine the two operations into a single subsystem called the Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS).

CubeSat Attitude Determination

CubeSats need an outside reference in order to determine their attitude. Outside references include things like the earth’s horizon, the sun, stars, and earth’s magnetic field. Sun sensors are conceptually simple; they’re circuits that determine how closely a surface faces into the sun.

The shortcoming is that a sun sensor can only provide a position along a single axis in space.

Announced last year, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory is planning to test two university-built CubeSats on a mission beyond earth orbit. The mission is called INSPIRE — Interplanetary NanoSpacecraft Pathfinder In Relevant Environment — and includes the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, and the University of Texas at Austin.

This is the CubeSense module by the University of Stellenbosch, South Africa that combines a sun and earth sensor. One CMOS imager detects the sun, while the other detects the earth’s horizon.
Therefore, a CubeSat carrying only a sun sensor could be rotated at any angle along the axis connecting the CubeSat to the sun and the CubeSat would not know. To increase attitude knowledge, a second or even third attitude sensor is sometimes incorporated into the CubeSat.

By using an imager, a sun sensor permits software to determine its offset from the sun in terms of a vector (magnitude and angle). To ensure the sun sensor only detects the sun, there’s a neutral density filter over the sun sensor’s imager that’s so dense that only sunlight can reach it. CubeSats in earth orbit can use earth itself as the second reference point. The earth sensor measures the position of earth’s horizon with respect to the CubeSat. That’s made possible because there’s a huge difference in temperature between the warm earth and cold space. By measuring the position of earth’s horizon (in infrared), a CubeSat knows the location of the horizon with respect to the CubeSat and therefore the nadir (straight down to the earth).

Earth-orbiting spacecraft (including CubeSats) can rely on magnetometers as another tool for determining their attitude. This means magnetometers are less effective the farther from earth the CubeSat orbits, and they’re useless for interplanetary missions. If a magnetometer is being used for attitude determination, it’s important that there be no distorting magnetic fields associated with the CubeSat. The fields can confuse the magnetometer and result in a bad attitude determination.

Two ways to get around this issue are to either place the magnetometer on the end of a boom that’s a good distance away from the magnetically dirty spacecraft, or to determine the magnetic environment of the CubeSat and then subtract this as background noise from the magnetometer’s signal. The second option is made more difficult by the changing magnetic environment of the CubeSat that results from systems and sensors being shut on and off.

One of the more interesting techniques for attitude determination is the star sensor. Simple ones were used as far back as 1964 for the Mariner 4 mission to Mars. Today, star sensors are not just for NASA and ESA spacecraft. Blue Canyon Technologies makes a Nano Star Tracker that determines the attitude of a CubeSat in three axes by comparing the images of star fields that it sees to a catalog of stored stellar positions. By identifying fields of stars, the software can determine the pointing direction and rotation of the CubeSat. Now, that’s pretty cool.

**CubeSat Attitude Control**

Once a CubeSat’s attitude is known, it can apply forces to change it to the desired attitude. Two popular ways CubeSats control their attitude are through magnetorquers and reaction wheels. Thrusters are also possible, but that requires propellant which can be in limited supply or non-existent in CubeSats.

**Magnetorquers**

Because of earth’s native magnetic field, CubeSats in earth orbit cannot only determine their attitude with reference to it, they can also use it to change their attitude in space.

CubeSats can use magnetorquers or coils of wire wrapped around metal rods to push and pull on earth’s magnetic field. Applying a current to a magnetorquer generates a magnetic field that interacts with earth’s magnetic field. When the two fields don’t line up, the misalignment creates a torque on earth and the CubeSat according to Newton’s Third Law of Motion. Since the CubeSat is far less massive than earth, the CubeSat’s orientation changes significantly while earth’s doesn’t. In other words, a CubeSat behaves like a compass needle.

CubeSats can carry two or three perpendicular magnetorquers to hold their attitude at precise angles. A magnetorquer is a great method to change the orientation of a CubeSat since it allows it to change its attitude.

Weighing only 3/4 lb, the BCT Nano Star Tracker only occupies a quarter of the volume of a 1U CubeSat while only consuming 3/4W of power. A CubeSat carrying one of these will know its attitude in space to less than one degree.
frequently without consuming propellant. Its weakness is that they still permit a CubeSat to spin along a magnetic field line.

**Reaction Wheels**

Reaction wheels are even better at holding a CubeSat attitude. They are motor mounted masses that are spun forwards or backwards. According to Newton’s Laws, when an internal mass rotates, the CubeSat to which the motor and weight are attached spins in the opposite direction. That also means if a CubeSat is already spinning, a reaction wheel can slow that spin down by imparting a spin in the opposite direction on the CubeSat.

To control the spin and orientation of a CubeSat along three axes, three reaction wheels are installed into the CubeSat — each with its spin axis perpendicular to the other two. A fourth reaction wheel with a spin axis equidistant from the other three reaction wheels can give a level of redundancy in case one wheel fails.

There comes a time when the reaction wheels may be spinning at their highest designed speed. When that happens, the wheels become saturated with momentum and must be desaturated to be of any further use. A method used to desaturate reaction wheels is to slow them down by transferring momentum to the CubeSat. Then, the CubeSat applies the magnetorquers in order to reduce the CubeSat’s spin.

**Changing CubeSat Velocity**

I came across two interesting ways that CubeSats change their velocity: through the use of propulsion systems and braking systems.

**Propulsion**

Among the many important factors of propulsion systems, two factors stand out: a given engine’s efficiency and the total amount of velocity change possible. Specific Impulse (Isp) is one measure of the fuel efficiency of a propulsion system. The unit of Isp is the second and it calculates the force generated by a propulsion system by multiplying the engine’s Isp by the rate of propellant flow.

For example, an engine with an Isp of 100 seconds that consumes two pounds of propellant per second generates 100 seconds * 2 pounds/second, or 200 pounds of thrust. For comparison, black powder model rocket engines have an Isp between 70 and 100 seconds, while the Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSME) have an Isp of over 400 seconds in a vacuum.

Changes in velocity are often referred to as delta-V (ΔV). The maximum amount of ΔV possible is one factor in a spacecraft’s useful life, and it depends on both the engine’s efficiency and the amount of propellant carried by the spacecraft. What one notices about Isp is that the lower an engine’s Isp, the more propellant a satellite must carry to achieve its desired maximum ΔV.

Because of a CubeSat’s small volume and mass, its propulsion system must have a high Isp if it is to be able to affect the CubeSat’s orbit in a serious way. The most efficient engines are those with the highest exhaust velocities which can be related to the temperature of the exhaust.

With specific impulses measured in the thousands of seconds, ion are the best engines we have for interplanetary travel. Since ion engines are stingy when it comes to propellant flow, they’re unable to generate large amounts of thrust and are therefore incapable of launching rockets from the surface of a planet.

I found an ion engine for CubeSats called a pulsed plasma thruster (PPT) that’s sold by Clyde Space, and has an Isp of 608 seconds. According to their website,
this engine can double the orbital lifetime of a CubeSat in some cases (the extension depends on the height of the CubeSat’s orbit).

In high altitude orbits where the air density is low, a PPT only requires 0.04 watts of power to counteract the effects of air drag. In a lower earth orbit, the increased air drag means a CubeSat carrying a PPT needs to expend over two watts of power to overcome the effects of drag.

Another CubeSat propulsion system is the resistojet. Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd (SSTL) sells a resistojet consisting of a hot wire in which a liquid propellant is forced into contact with it. As the liquid gets hot, it vaporizes and creates thrust.

What kinds of propellant are used? The propellant used in the Surrey Training, Research, and Nanosatellite Demonstrator (STRaND-1) CubeSat uses butane as its propellant. The system is called BPS for Butane Propulsion System and has an Isp of 90 seconds. With the amount of propellant available and the design of the resistojet, STRaND-1 can change its velocity by a total of two meters per second.

**Braking Systems**

I found another interesting product for CubeSats: braking sails. A concern for the astronautics community is the risk to expensive satellites that a boom of CubeSat launches could create. Orbits crowded with large numbers of inexpensive CubeSats create collision risks and no one with a $20 million satellite wants their hardware damaged by a $20,000 CubeSat. One way to mitigate this risk is to place CubeSats into low earth orbits (LEO) that decay after a year or two. A second way is to install braking systems on CubeSats.

The orbital lifetime of a spacecraft depends on its size, shape, mass, and altitude of its orbit. The lowest orbiting CubeSats remain in orbit for less than a week, while higher altitude ones can remain in orbit for over five years.

Once a CubeSat has completed its mission, there’s usually no reason for it to remain in orbit. Therefore, an end of life system to return CubeSats back to the atmosphere in a destructive manner fills an important need.

Clyde Space is creating AEOLDOS, or Aerodynamic End Of Life Deorbit System for CubeSats as a way to remove CubeSats from orbit. AEOLDOS is a system to de-orbit CubeSats, as Clyde Space puts it. It acts like the reverse of a solar sail.

Instead of using solar radiation pressure to propel a CubeSat, the braking sail increases the surface area of a CubeSat in order to slow it down. The increased surface area increases the drag that the atmosphere imparts to the CubeSat. The lower the CubeSat’s altitude, the greater the density of earth’s atmosphere and the greater the drag created by the sail. The braking sail will remove a CubeSat from orbit much more quickly than it would otherwise.

This was a brief discussion about attitude control and change of velocity systems available for CubeSats. Next time, I’d like to acquaint readers with some of the CubeSat programs out there. You’d be surprised to learn where some people want to send CubeSats.

Onwards and Upwards,
Your near space guide
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The ultimate collection of DIY Arduino projects! In this easy-to-follow book, electronics guru Simon Monk shows you how to create a wide variety of fun and functional gadgets with the Arduino Uno and Leonardo boards. Filled with step-by-step instructions and detailed illustrations, The TAB Book of Arduino Projects: 36 Things to Make with Shields and Proto Shields provides a cost estimate, difficulty level, and list of required components for each project.

$30.00

Make Your Own PCBs with EAGLE

by Eric Kleinert

Featuring detailed illustrations and step-by-step instructions, Make Your Own PCBs with EAGLE leads you through the process of designing a schematic and transforming it into a PCB layout. You’ll then move on to fabrication via the generation of standard Gerber files for submission to a PCB manufacturing service. This practical guide offers an accessible, logical way to learn EAGLE and start producing PCBs as quickly as possible.

$30.00

Build Your Own Transistor Radios

by Ronald Quan

A Hobbyist’s Guide to High Performance and Low-Powered Radio Circuits

Create sophisticated transistor radios that are inexpensive yet highly efficient. Inside this book, it offers complete projects with detailed schematics and insights on how the radios were designed. Learn how to choose components, construct the different types of radios, and troubleshoot your work.

*Paperback, 496 pages

$49.95

Beginner’s Guide to Reading Schematics, 3E

by Stan Gibilisco

Navigate the roadmaps of simple electronic circuits and complex systems with help from an experienced engineer. With all-new art and demo circuits you can build, this hands-on, illustrated guide explains how to understand and create high-precision electronics diagrams. Find out how to identify parts and connections, decipher element ratings, and apply diagram-based information in your own projects.

$25.00

How to Diagnose and Fix Everything Electronic

by Michael Jay Geier

Master the Art of Electronics Repair

In this hands-on guide, a lifelong electronics repair guru shares his tested techniques and invaluable insights. How to Diagnose and Fix Everything Electronic shows you how to repair and extend the life of all kinds of solid-state devices, from modern digital gadgetry to cherished analog products of yesteryear.

$24.95

Programming PICs in Basic

by Chuck Hellebuyck

If you wanted to learn how to program microcontrollers, then you’ve found the right book! Microchip PIC microcontrollers are being designed into electronics throughout the world and none is more popular than the eight-pin version. Now the home hobbyist can create projects with these little microcontrollers using a low cost development tool called the CHIPAXE system and the Basic software language. Chuck Hellebuyck introduces how to use this development setup to build useful projects with an eight-pin PIC12F683 microcontroller.

$14.95

Programming Arduino

Next Steps: Going Further with Sketches

by Simon Monk

In this practical guide, electronics guru Simon Monk takes you under the hood of Arduino and reveals professional programming secrets. Also shows you how to use interrupts, manage memory, program for the Internet, maximize serial communications, perform digital signal processing, and much more. All of the 75+ example sketches featured in the book are available for download.

$20.00
Order online @ www.store.nutsvolts.com
Or CALL 1-800-783-4624 today!

EDUCATIONAL

Beginners Guide Book Combo.

**Only $85.95**

Plus FREE Priority Mail Shipping

In Only

An Arduino Workshop

Are you puzzled about the Arduino but finding it difficult to get all the pieces in one place?

Joe Parada
SmileyMicros.com

Book and Kit Combo $124.95

Arduino Classroom

Arduino 101 Projects Kit

**Only $229.95**
or $24.95 each.

CD-ROM SPECIAL

Nuts & Volts 11 CD-ROMs & Hat Special!

That's 132 issues. Complete with supporting code and media files.

Free Shipping!

The Nuts & Volts Pocket Ref

All the info you need at your fingertips!

This great little book is a concise all-purpose reference featuring hundreds of tables, maps, formulas, constants & conversions. AND it still fits in your shirt pocket!

Visit http://store.nutsvolts.com or call (860) 783-4624

**Only $12.95**
### PROJECTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Nonsense Annunciator Kit</td>
<td>The no nonsense/no microprocessor annunciator is a great little circuit that helps you get your message out without spending too much money. Put two circuits together and you'll have a six letter annunciator! This kit is also a fun project to refine your soldering skills with its 102 socket pin connection points. WOW, that's a lot of soldering!</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seismograph Kit</td>
<td>Now you can record your own shaking, rattling, and rolling. The Poor Man’s Seismograph is a great project/device to record any movement in an area where you normally shouldn’t have any. The kit includes everything needed to build the seismograph. All you need is your PC, SD card, and to download the free software to view the seismic event graph.</td>
<td>$79.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D LED Cube Kit</td>
<td>This kit shows you how to build a really cool 3D cube with a 4 x 4 x 4 monochromatic LED matrix which has a total of 64 LEDs. The preprogrammed microcontroller that includes 29 patterns that will automatically play with a runtime of approximately 6-1/2 minutes. Colors available: Green, Red, Yellow &amp; Blue</td>
<td>$57.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Charge Controller Kit 2.0</td>
<td>If you charge batteries using solar panels, then you can't afford not to have them protected from over-charging. This 12 volt/12 amp charge controller is great protection for the money. It is simple to build, ideal for the novice, and no special tools are needed other than a soldering iron and a 9/64” drill!</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geiger Counter Kit</td>
<td>This kit is a great project for high school and university students. The unit detects and displays levels of radiation, and can detect and display dosage levels as low as one micro-roentgen/hr. The LND 712 tube in our kit is capable of measuring alpha, beta, and gamma particles. Partial kits also available.</td>
<td>$159.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Detector Circuit Set</td>
<td>Pick a circuit! With one PCB you have the option of detecting wirelessly: temperature, vibration, light, sound, motion, normally open switch, normally closed switch, any varying resistor input, voltage input, mA input, and tilt, just to name a few.</td>
<td>$32.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOR BEGINNER GEEKS!

- **The Learning Lab 1**  
  Fundamental Concepts  
  *$59.95*  
  These labs from LF Components show simple and interesting experiments and lessons, all done on a solderless circuit board. As you do each experiment, you learn how basic components work in a circuit, and continue to build your arsenal of knowledge with each successive experiment.  
  For more info and lab details, please visit our webstore.

- **The Learning Lab 2**  
  Basic Digital Concepts and Op-Amps  
  *$49.95*

- **The Learning Lab 3**  
  Basic Electronics, Oscillators and Amplifiers  
  *$39.95*
The receiver architecture is that of a single conversion superhetrodyne receiver that is capable of receiving AM, SSB, or CW.

The receiver incorporates a dual gate FET as an RF amplifier with manual peaking and gain controls. A ceramic filter is used in the IF section with a front panel switch that controls a broad or narrow IF response.

Other front panel controls include audio drive, beat frequency oscillator setting, and a band switch.

Even though the enclosure is quite unique, the performance of the receiver is not to be dismissed, with a 1 uV sensitivity minimum discernable signal being recognized.

For those who do not want a “meat can” enclosure or want additional receive frequency capability, check out National RF’s new FB7-NX receiver, which is a professional grade miniature HF receiver with ancillary outputs (such as oscillator frequency output and muting functions) that make it suitable for integration with a transmitter and the amateur radio service.

For more information, contact: National RF, Inc.  
Web: www.NationalRF.com
>>> QUESTIONS

LED vs. Incandescent Lamps
I have been tasked with the chore of replacing 300 watt incandescents (5900 lumen). How many of what kind of LEDs and current-limiting diodes in series/parallel do I need to fool the human eye into thinking it is seeing a brighter, more pleasant level of lumens?

Test Lead Wire
Anyone know where I can purchase small quantities (25 ft rolls) of the different color jackets of good Beldon or (?) 65/30 test lead wire? I see it in 100 ft rolls $$, 10 colors, but that would be over a $1,000 for all ten.

Over Current for PWM Circuit
I have a Marlin P. Jones DC motor speed controller (Part 31566MD, 6-24 volts, 20 amps max). I need to add an over current circuit to it. I inserted two 0.1 ohm/five watt resistors in series with the motor –lead and the M-connection on the controller. My scope displays a steady 0.6 volts DC level across it. The PWM waveform changes from 2 µsec to 40 µsec in length as the output of the speed controller is increased from 0 to 3 amps, while my DVM displays 0.02 VDC to 1.3 VDC for the same range of output.

So, the question is “What kind of circuit can I add across the resistors to get a VDC reading?” I have tried an NPN transistor, base lead to the motor –lead, and the emitter lead to the M-connection. (With a 10K collector resistor to +12 VDC.) The collector voltage went from +12 volts to +3 volts as the controller output went from 0 to 3 amps.

Next, I connected the collector voltage to an LM324N quad op-amp set up as a voltage comparator. The +lead of an LM324 went to a 200K pot, connected between +12 VDC and Gnd. The transistor’s output went to the –input of the same op-amp. A 1M ohm resistor is connected from output to +input for hysteresis. (This output should go high to set a CD4013N flip-flop at an over current condition.)

The problem is that the output of the op-amp’s output does NOT change at the point when the voltage at the +input is greater than the –input. The op-amp’s output changes as the voltage from the transistor decreases. I used the LM324N quad op-amp because it has four op-amps in one chip, and it works with a single +12 VDC supply. It would be helpful if the new circuit could use it also, but not necessary. I could use a PIC16F628 or an Arduino Nano, if you design with them.

>>> ANSWERS

False Readings
I bought one of those Internet-aware soil moisture devices a few months ago. It worked great at first, but now the electrodes are oxidized and the readings are falsely dry because of the increased resistance. Scrubbing the electrodes with steel wool works for about a week. Any ideas for a permanent solution?

If the sensor is powered with a direct current voltage, you may be out of luck. However, here are some possible ‘fixes.’

I read that the phone company, many years ago, had a problem with corrosion and switched from a negative ground to a positive ground which helped to solve their corrosion problem. If you could insure the system is + grounded, this may help.

I think that most serious outside systems use AC sensors, and if they use DC, employ a positive ground and are not powered unless a measurement is needed.

Marc Forgey
Seattle, WA
To plug into a computer like an IBM compatible these connections would go to a nine-pin female serial connector:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin 3</th>
<th>Ground</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pin 4</td>
<td>Transmit Data (Out)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pin 5</td>
<td>No Connection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To protect your delicate electronics at your neighbor's house. Is there anything a DIYer like me can build to protect my delicate electronics - other than unplugging everything? Something with MOV's maybe?

**#1 Lightning protection** is a complex issue, including home entrance cable protection, bonding of large metallic structures, and even grounding of rain gutters and downspouts. A good place to start is a free PDF from [www.lightningsafety.com/nlsi_lhm/IEEE_Guide.pdf](http://www.lightningsafety.com/nlsi_lhm/IEEE_Guide.pdf).

Because a lightning bolt can pack a 500 Mj wallop — far beyond any MOV rating — surge protectors are not protection against a direct strike, but they do help limit inductive surges (e.g. lightning hitting a tree nearby, inducing a current in house wiring). In brief, running a hefty ground wire from gutters, external antennas, etc., to an effective ground in conductive soil is the first line of defense.

MOV surge suppressors have saved my PC and appliances from one damaging surge — as shown by blown internal fuses and smoking MOVs!

**#2 The simplest solution to lightning-induced surge protection** is to use a commercially available surge-protected outlet strip. There are numerous sources for these items, and you may even find a suitable device at your local hardware store.

The important thing to understand is that a lightning strike conducts huge oscillatory currents. A varying electrical current will generate a changing magnetic field which, in turn, will induce superimposed voltages in nearby conductors — including service drops from the utility pole to your house (e.g., electrical power, TV/Internet cable, and telephone). Such surges can be induced both line-to-line and line-to-ground in the electrical power service drop (and for balanced-line applications such as telephone).

Properly designed surge suppressors provide both line-to-ground and line-to-line protection for such circuits.

Surge voltages induced line-to-ground arise because such devices often are connected to more than one source of surge voltage. For example, your television set is connected to utility power and also connected to the TV signal cable. Likewise, your computer may be connected to utility power, to a cable from your Internet service provider, and to a telephone cable (for fax service). Unless these cables/wires are all run together throughout the house (and this practice is discouraged due to the possibility of capacitive cross-coupling), one or more loops exist, and within each loop, the surge voltage induced by the lightning strike is a direct function of the areas enclosed by the loop.

It follows that effective surge suppression can only be accomplished by feeding all of the incoming electrical services through what is called a "surge-protective window." In such a structure, surge suppression elements such as metal oxide varistors (MOV's), avalanche diodes, or gas tubes can clamp impulse voltages to a common reference point plane which, in turn, is connected to earth ground. This can be effected by using a surge-protected outlet strip that also incorporates protection for telephone and cable lines. Typical examples of this all-inclusive surge protection are devices available from Belkin (e.g., [www.belkin.com/us/BV112234-08-Belkin/p/BV112234-08/](http://www.belkin.com/us/BV112234-08-Belkin/p/BV112234-08/)) and Tripp-Lite (e.g., [www.tripplite.com/av-home-theater-surge-protector-isobar-10-outlets-8-ft-cord-3240-joule-3-line-coax-ethernet-tel-network-AVBAR10/](http://www.tripplite.com/av-home-theater-surge-protector-isobar-10-outlets-8-ft-cord-3240-joule-3-line-coax-ethernet-tel-network-AVBAR10/)).

All cables exiting the surge suppressor block should be run together wherever possible, secured periodically by twist-ties or other means. This method ensures that negligible induction areas exist into which surge voltages can be introduced. Capacitive-coupled interactions are no longer a problem because any prior surge voltages have already been stripped from the cables by the surge suppressor block.

Please note that the protectors identified above are "Cadillacs" because they provide surge suppression for all common power and media transport wiring. Sometimes just a simple one-outlet surge suppressor will do the job — or, for example, a single-outlet suppressor with built-in telephone line surge suppression — both at significantly lower cost. I even use single-outlet surge suppressors to protect my coffee maker and washing machine because each of these devices contains electronic modules that are expensive to repair.

The important consideration is to maintain the "surge protective window" approach to the problem as outlined above.

**Peter A. Goodwin**

Rockport, MA
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For reproduction parts like rubber, knobs, dial faces, etc., and other cosmetic parts, I recommend Renovated Radios (www.renovatedradios.com).

J.W. Koebel

Tread Thread

I have a minor correction for Theron Wierenga’s January 2014 barn door tracker. The article states that the tread used to mount most cameras is 1/4-28; it’s actually 1/4-20.

Arlen Raasch

Arlen, thank you for your comments. I concur and also appreciate the heads-up on the typo about the thread size.

Theron Wierenga

Loves Ham

I absolutely love the addition of the ham radio centric articles in the latest volumes of Nuts & Volts. I think it’s a great way to expose readers to the technical aspects of ham radio, of which they may not know about. Keep up the great work!

73, Ryan Clarke KJ6MSG

Spaced Out on CubeSats

There are several errors and omissions in Paul Verhage’s February 2015 Near Space column on CubeSats. The Pumpkin standard board is NOT a PC-104 board. The form factor is a PC-104 size and shape and the 104-pin connector is the same, but the signals on that are entirely different.

If you plug a PC-104 board into a Pumpkin or similar board, you will certainly burn up both.

He listed four companies producing subsystems for CubeSats – the ones with an easy-to-find website. There are at least 20 that produce various modules and more every day.

Paul discussed CubeSat air frames made from panels or skeletonized. There are any number of ways to make the structure of a CubeSat, and many builders make their own (often customized), so their particular sensor or other subsystem will fit.

There is no end to the creativity builders have engaged in for structures. For example, the PrintSat structure is entirely 3D printed.

Paul also mentioned expansion and contraction due to temperature changes as a reason solar panels are “clipped” to a structure. That’s not the reason for the clips at all. It’s for ease of assembly and disassembly.

While the thermal coefficients of solar cells and aluminum are different, over the space of 10 cm, there isn’t enough difference to create risk for the cells. More often, the substrate the cells are on is bonded to or isolated from the structure to allow heat from the cells to be conveyed to the structure, or to keep that heat away from the structure because a particular satellite’s thermal budget needs more heat or less.

There are numerous ways solar panels are connected to structures; clips are a minor player in that game, with nuts and bolts being much more prevalent.

Li-Po and Li batteries used in CubeSats were discussed. In reality, virtually every battery chemistry has been and continues to be used. The choice depends on the power needs. For example, NiCds are still used when a large amount of current is needed for a short time.

The only constraints on chemistry are what the launch vehicle provider will allow. For the most part, they will allow anything because the CubeSat is in a closed deployer.

Regarding the P-POD deployer from Cal Poly. There are at least five companies making deployers now, with more being invented every day. Two of the more popular are the ISIS and Planetary Systems, Inc. NASA Ames makes its own: the NLAS.

It was indicated that a CubeSat radio only needs to transmit at a couple of watts to be heard with a handheld amateur radio. The threshold is closer to 100 mw for FM voice, and less than that for CW.

I was stated that Doppler correction is necessary. On VHF with FM, it isn’t. The Doppler shift is only about 1.2 kHz for a LEO satellite, and with FM it’s unnecessary to correct for that. It is, of course, for SSB.

Jim White
Colorado Satellite Services, LLC

Thanks for the information on the Pumpkin board. It does have the appearance and measurements of a PC-104 board. Therefore, it would be important to know the function of each pin so you don’t destroy boards by stacking them together.

As with many products, it’s important to read the datasheets. I guess it goes to show that what looks like a standard might not be in all cases.

I read how NiCds are space qualified, but wasn’t aware they were still heavily used.

I looked at CubeSats for the first time several years ago. Since then, it has indeed grown. I get the feeling that I’m watching CubeSats grow like the home PC grew several decades ago.

It would seem to me that beginners would be well served looking at CubeSat kits first and then expanding out from there.
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PLL synthesized for drift-free operation
Frequency range 88.0 to 108.0, 100 kHz steps
Precision active low-pass “brick wall” audio filter!
Automatic adjustable microphone ducking!
Easy to build through-hole design!

The true professional workhorse of our FM Stereo transmitter line, the FM100B has become the transmitter of choice for both amateurs and professionals around the world. From the serious hobbyists to churches, drive-in theaters, colleges and schools, it continues to be the leader. Not just a transmitter, the FM100B is a fully functional radio station and provides everything built into the audio input and antenna system! Just add that and you’re on the air!

This professional synthesized transmitter is adjustable directly from the front panel with a large LED digital readout of the operating frequency. Just enter the setup mode and set your frequency. Once selected and locked you are assured of a rock stable carrier with zero drift. The power output is continuously adjustable throughout the power range of the transmitter selected. In addition, a new layer of anti-squelch protection for the final RF amplifier stage and audio inputs has been added to protect you from sudden static and power surges.

Audio quality is equally impressive. A precision active low-pass brick wall audio filter and peak level limiters give your signal maximum “punch” while preventing overmodulation. Two sets of rear panel stereo line level inputs are provided with front panel level control for both. Standard balanced "RCA" line inputs are used to make it simple to connect to the audio output of your computer, MP3 player, DVD player, cassette deck or any other consumer audio source. Get even more creative and use our K8094 for digital storage and playback of short announcements and IDs! In addition to the stereo line level inputs, there is a separate front panel microphone jack.

All three inputs have independent level controls, eliminating the need for a separate audio mixer! Just plug up the control when ready, and cross fade to the 2nd line input or mix! It’s that simple! In addition to the audio line inputs, a stereo monitor output is provided. This is perfect to drive studio monitors or other audio including PA systems. The FM100B series includes an attractive metal case, whip antenna and built in 110/220VAC power supply. A BNC connector is also provided for an external antenna. Check out our Tru-Match FM antenna kit, for the perfect mate to the FM100B transmitter. We also offer a high power kit as well as an export-only assembled version that provides a variable RF power output up to 1 watt. The watt unit must utilize an external antenna to ensure that the entire FM range is covered.

A semi-featured FM stereo station world-wide. Just plug in the stereo left/right audio from your MP3 player, CD player, or computer, and broadcast it on any frequency in the standard FM broadcast band.

The FM25 has been the hobbyist’s standard for FM synthesized stereo transmitters for more than two decades! Just plug in the stereo left/right audio from your MP3 player, CD player, or computer, and broadcast it on any frequency in the standard FM broadcast band.

The sound quality and stereo separation of this little transmitter will keep the pickiest audiophile happy. The FM25B features a PIC microprocessor for easy frequency programming through board mounted DIP switches. The RF output level is adjustable from 5uW to 25mW via a potentiometer. Use the built-in whip antenna or use an external antenna with the appropriate matching circuit. The FM25B has a standard "F" external antenna connector on the rear panel. Just plug it in and you’re on the air.

The FM25B is a do-it-yourself learning kit that you assemble. Please remember that the end user is responsible for complying with all FCC rules & regulations within the US, as well as rules in the jurisdiction of the governing body in regards to the application and use of the FM25B.

The popular antenna for the serious DX'ers with is the AA7C Active Antenna which includes auto-off RF bypass and front panel gain control. The AA7C Active Antenna.

There's only so much room on these two pages, so check it all out in our new virtual electronic catalog! Flip through the pages and search with ease! Visit www.ramseycatalog.com

Follow Us and SAVE $$$
Follow us on your favorite network site and look for a lot of special deals posted frequently... exclusively for our followers!
Digital Controlled FM Stereo Transmitter
- PLL synthesized for drift free operation
- Front panel digital control and display of all settings and parameters
- Professional metal case for noise-free operation
- EMI filtering on audio and power inputs
- Super audio quality, rivals commercial broadcasts
- PLL synthesized for drift free operation
- EMI filtering on audio and power inputs
- Super audio quality, rivals commercial broadcasts

For more than a decade we've been the leader in hobbyist FM radio transmitters. We told our engineers we wanted a new technology transmitter that would provide FM100 series quality without the advanced mixer features. They took it as a challenge and designed not one, but TWO transmitters!

The FM30B is designed using through-hole technology and components and is available only as a do-it-yourself kit with a 25mW output very similar to our FM25 series. Then the engineers redesigned their brand-new design using surface mount technology (SMT) for a very special factory assembled and tested FM35BWT version with 1W output for our export market only! All settings can be changed without taking the cover off! Enter the setup mode from the front panel and step through the menu to make all of your adjustments. A two line LCD display shows you all the settings! In addition to the LCD display, a front panel LED indicates PLL lock so you know you are transmitting.

Besides frequency selection, front panel control and display gives you 256 steps of audio volume (left and right combined) as well as RF output power. A separate balance setting compensates for left/right differences in audio level. In addition to the LCD display, you will get "Quality of Signal" to help you set your levels for optimum sound quality. And of course, all settings are stored in non-volatile memory for future use! Both the FM30B and FM35BWT operate from 14.8 to 16VDC and include a 15VDC plug-in power supply.

(Note: After assembly of this do-it-yourself hobby kit, the user is responsible for complying with all FCC rules & regulations in the US, or any regulations of their respective governing body. FM35BWT is for export only and is shipped to locations outside the continental US or valid APO/FPO addresses or valid customs brokers for end delivery outside the continental US.)

Electronic Chirping Cricket Sensor
- Electronic cricket? Sounds just like those little black critters that seem to come from nowhere and annoy you with their chirp-chirp! And just like little black critters, we made it sensitive to temperature so when it gets warmer, it chirps faster!

That's right, you can even figure out the temperature by the number of chirps it generates! Just count the number of chirps over a 14 second interval, add 40, and you have the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit! Not as fancy as a digital thermometer but much more unique! And unlike its little black predecessor, the ECS1 operates from around 50°F to 90°F! I don’t think there are too many real crickets chirping away at 90°F!

A unique thermistor circuit drives a few 555 ICs providing a variable chirp that is guaranteed to annoy everyone around you! But just watch their faces when you tell them the temperature outside! Runs on 9-12VDC or a standard 9V battery (not included).

Includes everything shown, including the speaker and battery clip, to make your cricket project a breeze.

The Learning Center!
- Learn and build!
- 130, 200, 300, & 500 in one labs!
- Practical through hole and SMT soldering labs!
- Integrated circuit AM/FM radio lab!
- Super comprehensive training manuals!

Starting out our "All in One" series, the PL130A, gives you 130 different electronic projects, together with a comprehensive 162 page learning manual. A great start for the kids...young and old! Next, check out the PL200, this gives you 200 very creative and fun projects, and includes a neat interactive front panel with 2 controls, speaker, LED display and a meter. From there, step up to our PL350, which gives you 300 separate electronic projects along with a 165 page learning and theory manual. The PL500 walks you through the learning phase of digital electronics. If you're looking for the ultimate lab kit, check out our PL500. It includes a whopping 500 separate projects, a 152 page starter course manual, a 152 page advanced course manual, and a 140 page programming course manual! The PL500 covers every thing from the basics to digital programming!

If you are looking to learn or hone up on your through hole or SMT soldering skills check our SP1A and SP2A Practical Soldering Labs. You will be a soldering master in no time!

We make it easy to learn IC's while at the same time, building a neat AM/FM radio with our AMFM108K AM/FM IC lab kit. You will have a blast AND learn!
Multiple new options available for our IP67 ultrasonic sensors